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Useful Telephone Numbers and Contact details updated 23Jun21 

DUTY CONTACT NUMBERS 

UK Contingent Duty 
Orderly Officer 

 
349 851 9140 

Duty Italian Speaker Emergency Italian 
speaker 

Please see ROTA on EJSU.net 

EJSU SHAPE Duty 
Officer 

 
+32 (0) 477 354381 

EJSU MILAN 

Head EJSU MILAN 
WO2 A Andrew 

NSE Office 0331 329300 

Mobile 348 4528754 

JPA Office 0331 670490 

HNLO Mobile 3482251727 

NSE JNCO Mobile TBC 

CLO  Post vacant Mobile TBC 

MAINTENANCE 

CCC Customer 
Contact Centre 
(Babcock) 

Work Service Requests 
for Service Family 
Accommodations 

Phone – 800940008 Freephone from Italian 
mobile/landline 
Or +44 1454 806957 
Email – BSSIhelp@babcockinternational.com 
Web Portal – BSSGhelp.babcock.uk 

MEDICAL 

HEALIX Health line Tel +44 (0)208 481 7800 

Fax +44 (0)208 481 7810 

E-mail:    FCOHealthline@healix.com 

 

CEP 
Central European 
Practice 

Tel +32(0) 6544 2280 

E-mail:  UKStratCom-DMS-DPHC-EJSU-CEPGrp@mod.gov.uk 

 

BIG WORD 
Telephone 
Interpreting Service 

Dial: 

Enter access code: 

Followed by # key 

+44 (0) 1132124116 

77451265 

995 (Italian) 

 

JCCC (UK) Notification of 
compassionate cases 

+44 (0) 1452 519951 
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SPOC 
 

+44 370 600 8910 

Other Useful Numbers 

JPAC 
 

+44 141 224 3600 

MODNET PASSWORD 
RESET (SHAPE) 

 
+32 (0) 6544 4335 

GBT 
 

0044 (0) 207 949 4812 

STRATCOM FAMSEC  UKSTRATCOM-DefSp-DSCOM-
FamSec@mod.gov.uk 

EJSU TRAVEL CELL EJSU-J1-Travel-
Mailbox@mod.gov.uk  

+32 (0)65 44 4844 

Carabinieri NATO English Speaking 
Italian Police 

081 721 2688 

Emergency Assistance Ambulance 118 

Fire 115 

Police 113 

Carabinieri 112 

Varese Hospital Viale Luigi Borri, 57 0332 278 111 

Varese Paediatric Hospital Via del Ponte, 19 0332 299 111 

VET (Luvinate)  0332 220 092 
335 453 200 

VET – Dr Marta Rostagno Via Piave 1/c 
Castronno 

348 7026161 
0332 893126 
marta.rostagno@libero.it 

GP 
Dr Irene Schutz 

Via Giulio Giordani, 7 
Varese 

0332 223 355 
335 593 6475 
irene.schutz@virgilio.it 

ENT Specialist 
Dr Claudio Albizzati 

Vicolo San Michele, 6 VA 0332 288638 
348 2625542 
albizzatic@gmail.com 

Paediatrician 
Dr Valeria Valdambrini 

Via Leonardo da Vinci, 2 
Caidate di Sumirago 

0331-906971 
0331906966 (during visiting hours) 
valeria.valdambrini@crs.lombardia.it 

CDV / HUMANITAS Vicolo San Michele, 6 VA (a 
referral appt required) 

0332 288 638 

Dentist – Dr Tritz Via Como, 18 Varese 0332 286 616 
studiotritz@belsorriso.com 

Dentist – Dr Dejace Via San Martino della 
Battaglia, 11 Varese 

0332 241 324 

MXP Airport English speaking 02 748 69 272 (English speaking) 

TAXI – Varese  0332 241 800 

Vittoria Assicurazioni Insurance Company 347 4183012 (Michela 
ag_124.08@agentivittoria.it 

Clements Insurance Insurance Company +44 (0) 33 0099 0104                               
or info.clements.com/BAF 

Geico Vicenza Insurance Company 0444 305052 
geicovicenza@hotmail.it 

Formatted: Font: 12 pt, Bold
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Vehicle Registration Office  0444 617 820/824 

 

Useful Telephone Numbers and Contact details 

DUTY CONTACT NUMBERS 

UK Contingent Duty 
Orderly Officer 

 
349 851 9140 

Duty Italian Speaker Emergency Italian 
speaker 

331 611 2140 

EJSU SHAPE Duty 
Officer 

 
+32 (0) 477 354381 

EJSU MILAN 

Head EJSU MILAN 
WO2 A Andrew 

NSE Office 0331 329300 

Mobile 348 4528754 

JPA Office 0331 670490 

CLO  Post vacant Mobile  

MAINTENANCE 

CCC Customer 
Contact Centre 
(Babcock) 

Work Service Requests 
for Service Family 
Accommodations 

Phone – 800940008 Freephone from Italian 
mobile/landline 
Or +44 1454 806957 
 
Email – BSSIhelp@babcockinternational.com 
 
Web Portal – BSSGhelp.babcock.uk 

MEDICAL 

HEALIX Health line Tel +44 (0)208 481 7800 

Fax +44 (0)208 481 7810 

E-mail:    FCOHealthline@healix.com  

 

CEP 
Central European 
Practice 

Tel +32 6544 2280 

E-mail:    DPHCBFG-EJSU-CEP@mod.gov.uk 
 

BIG WORD 
Telephone 
Interpreting Service 

Dial: 

Enter access code: 

Followed by # key 

 +44 (0) 1132124116 

 77451265 

 995 (Italian) 

 

 

JCCC (UK) Notification of 
compassionate cases 

+44 (0) 1452 519951 
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SPOC 
 

+44 370 600 8910 

 
Other Useful Numbers 

JPAC 
 

+44 141 224 3600 

MODNET PASSWORD 
RESET (SHAPE) 

 
+32 (0) 6544 4335 

HRG 
 

+44 203 668 2210 

EJSU TRAVEL CELL 
 

+32 (0)65 44 4844 

Carabinieri NATO English Speaking 
Italian Police 

081 721 2688 

Emergency Assistance Ambulance 118 

Fire 115 

Police 113 

Carabinieri 112 

Varese Hospital  Viale Luigi Borri, 57  0332 278 111 

Varese Paediatric Hospital  Via del Ponte, 19  0332 299 111 

VET (Luvinate)  0332 220 092 
335 453 200 

VET – Dr Marta Rostagno Via Piave 1/c 
Castronno 

348 7026161 
0332 893126 
marta.rostagno@libero.it  

GP 
Dr Irene Schutz 

Via Giulio Giordani, 7 
Varese 

0332 223 355 
335 593 6475 
irene.schutz@virgilio.it  

ENT Specialist 
Dr Claudio Albizzati 

Vicolo San Michele, 6 VA 0332 288638 
348 2625542 
albizzatic@gmail.com  

Paediatrician 
Dr Valeria Valdambrini 

Via Leonardo da Vinci, 2 
Caidate di Sumirago 

0331-906971 
0331906966 (during visiting hours) 
valeria.valdambrini@crs.lombardia.it  

CDV / HUMANITAS Vicolo San Michele, 6 VA (a 
referral appt required) 

0332 288 638 

Dentist – Dr Tritz Via Como, 18 Varese 0332 286 616 
studiotritz@belsorriso.com  

Dentist – Dr Dejace Via San Martino della 
Battaglia, 11 Varese 

0332 241 324 

MXP Airport English speaking 02 748 69 272 (English speaking) 

TAXI – Varese  0332 241 800 

Vittoria Assicurazioni Insurance Company 347 4183012 (Miss Francesca Moller) 
ag_124.08@agentivittoria.it 

Clements Insurance Insurance Company +44 (0) 33 0099 0104                               
or info.clements.com/BAF 

Geico Vicenza Insurance Company 0444 305052 
geicovicenza@hotmail.it  

Vehicle Registration Office  0444 617 820/824 
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LIVING IN ITALY – AN INTRODUCTION          

LIVING IN ITALY – AN INTRODUCTION          

Foreword 

Welcome to NRDC Italy! This guide has been designed by your UK National Support 

Element (NSE) located at Caserma Ugo Mara Camp, to assist your preparation and move.   

At this stage, your key contacts will be your Sponsor (i.e. your predecessor) and WOIC NSE 

(WO2 Andrew).  Supporting them are the HNLO (Mrs Fausta Razzano) and the Community 

Liaison Officer CLO (post currently vacant) and Cpl Jamie Beever (Newly arrived to the 

team).  This team aims to provide timely and effective assistance to minimise the issues 

associated with an overseas posting and to facilitate your arrival and integration in Italy and 

the HQ. 

Duty in Italy offers opportunities of a lifetime: travel, recreation, professional development, 

education, and a whole lot more.  The key to enjoying a successful tour lies in remembering 

that living in Italy is not like living in the United Kingdom.  The customs, culture and way of 

life here are significantly different than what you may be accustomed to.  Accommodation is 

constructed differently; utilities are different; shopping, driving and dining are all different.  

Some people find this adjustment a hard one to make, but the key to a successful posting in 

Italy lies in your willingness to learn and adapt to the differences you will encounter here. 

Location 

NRDC-ITA, Caserma ‘Ugo Mara’, Via per Busto, 20 – 21058 Solbiate Olona (VA)  

The Caserma (Barracks) is situated off the A8 Autostrada, in Solbiate Olona, a small town 

adjacent to the larger one of Busto Arsizio.  As shown on the map, the Barracks are 35km 

NW of Milan (pop. 1.3m) and 31km S from the city of Varese (pop 81,000), in the Lombardy 

region of Italy. 
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Climate 

The climate in Italy varies considerably from the North to the South.  The majority of the UK 

Contingent are housed in the Varese province in north western Italy and the climate in this 

area is known for its cold, dry winters and hot, humid summers (with mosquitoes).  

Temperatures vary from a winter minimum of -5 °C to 35 °C and above during the summer. 

Rainfall is heaviest in May and November and lowest during the winter months. Heavy 

snowfalls can also occur in winter.  

This particular location of Italy and the weather in the region offers various opportunities for 

leisure activities ranging from sunbathing at the lake in the summer to skiing in the Italian 

and Swiss Alps in the winter. 

 

THE MILAN AREA SERVICE COMMUNITY         

Milan Area 

The UK Contingent is headed by the Senior British Officer ITALY– the Deputy Commander 

(DCOM) NRDC-ITA.  It comprises: 

     1 x 2* Gen. (Army or RM) 

2 x Cols (Army).  

4 x Lt Cols (Army). 

2 x Wg Cdr (RAF). 

4 x Majs (Army). 

2 x WO2s (Army) 

2 x Sgts (Army) 

Total 17 UK 

military staff in 

the HQ  

 

An OF-5 (Colonel) is the Contingent’s Senior National Representative (SNR), and an OF-4 

(Lt Col) is the Contingent XO on a rotational basis. 

The UK National Support Element (NSE) is an outstation of the European Joint Support Unit 

(EJSU) in Mons, Belgium and is also known as EJSU-Milan.  Located at Caserma Ugo Mara, 

the NSE consists of: 

1 x WO2 – WOIC (Army AGC SPS). From Feb 2022 this will be a SSgt 

1 x HNLO – Italian civilian 

1 x Cpl (Army AGC (SPS) 

1 x Community Liaison Officer - civ post, filled by dependant from the UK 

Community. 

The total number of dependants of Serving Personnel from the UK Contingent varies but is 

usually around 15 spouses and 45 children (including those at boarding school). 
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NATO, NRDC-ITA and the NSE 

The National Support Element (NSE) will coordinate your arrival, a process that takes 

between 1 and 5 working days.  The NSE will also issue you with several other documents 

that are produced separately.  The key ones are: - 

 

i. A New Arrivals Checklist 

ii. The UK Staff Contact List – maintained by the UK NSE HNLO 

iii. The current UK Forecast of Events – maintained by the Contingent XO 

iv Living Overseas Allowance (LOA) rates (these will change as at 01 Jul 21 as a 

new LOA  scheme is implemented 

 

The Wider UK Community 

The largest UK military community in Italy is based at the NATO Joint Force Command HQ 

in Naples.  There are also a number of UK RAF personnel at Poggio Renatico.  There is a 

reasonable large expat community in Varese, working for Augusta Westland helicopters, the 

European School, the European Commission Research Agency and the international firm 

Whirlpool.  There are also many expat wives in the Varese area who have married Italian 

husbands. 

 

PERSONAL ADMINISTRATION            

Overseas Posting 

Because you are being posted to an overseas station, it is essential that you contact (and 

comply with the directions from) the Families Relocation Service at Abbey Wood.  Their 

contact details are: UKSTRATCOM-DefSp-DSCOM-FamSec (MULTIUSER) 

UKSTRATCOM-DefSp-DSCOM-FamSec@mod.gov.uk 

(Tel:  030679 81015│ Mil 9679 

81015 They  will require you to complete “Willingness to Reside Overseas” certificates, and 

to register online with the Healthcare Management service (HEALIX) to complete  

 

 Screening Questionnaires.  If flying to Italy, they will also arrange commercial flights. 

The next greatest challenge is coping with unfamiliar military and civilian systems – both 

involve a great deal of “red tape”.  Experience to date has shown that you and your family 

Formatted: Font: (Default) Arial
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will need an element of pioneering spirit and lots of patience during the initial in-processing 

‘stage’. 

 

The list below includes some of the key certificates/ID you will need once in Italy, and which 

the NSE will help you to obtain: 

1. “Codice Fiscale” (Italian equivalent to national insurance registration). 

2. “Permesso di soggiorno” – residents permit for Italy.  This is not required in all cases. 

This only required by family members accompanying service personnel.  HNLO will 

arrange and attend appointment with you. 

3. US Armed Forces ID cards – providing authority to use US facilities at Vicenza, 

including the PX and car registration.  HNLO will facilitate booking appointments for 

gaining access to camp. To schedule other appointments please use   

Home.army.mil/Italy/index.php  

4. NATO ID card and car passes – used to access the barracks.- with sponsor 

5. HQ Access Pass – to access classified areas in the HQ. – with sponsor 

In addition, there are other requirements for vehicles, medical registration, personal finance 

(bank account), telephones and access to HQ IT systems.  The New Arrivals Checklist 

clarifies the “who, what, where and when”, and the NSE will initiate the process of obtaining 

some of these by sending you a letter requesting personal data and copies of key 

documents. 

 

DOMESTIC ACCOMMODATION           

http://home.army.mil/Italy/index.php
http://home.army.mil/Italy/index.php
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All personnel (married and single) are accommodated in houses that have been hired from 

the local economy on extendable leases by the Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) (a 

detachment is based in Naples and Poggio).  The UK NSE and, where necessary, the UK 

Contingent chain of command, will support you if required, however all housing issues are 

the responsibility of DIO.  DIO at SHAPE allocate housing, and a DIO Estate Manager for 

Northern Italy will deal with March Ins/Outs.   As with all SFA, MOD bears its own financial 

risks in respect of insurance of the property and Service funded fixtures and fittings. Please 

complete and return your 1132 as soon as possible.  Send this to the NSE and 

Davina.Martella101@mod.gov.uk 

 

 

Housing Areas 

Housing is allocated by DIO in accordance with JSP 464 – Joint Service Accommodation 

Regulations.  As a matter of principle, houses are generally located in the Varese area with a 

commuting time to the HQ of 20-35 mins, and within synopsis scale distance to recognized 

bus routes for the European School in Varese.  Although some SFA are in small clusters of 2 

– 4 houses, others are single properties and detached from other Contingent families.  I

 

 

 

 

 

The availability of suitable hirings is constrained by local economic factors, and in addition, 

DIO require local hirings to meet UK safety standards for fire and electricity.  Therefore, the 

housing stock is not always as fluid or flexible as may be imagined.  Although the general 

principle is that you will move into your predecessor’s hiring, there are no “tied” houses, and 

circumstances may dictate that you will move into a different hiring.  Wherever possible, 

individuals will be able to move straight into allocated accommodation, however there may 

be cases where transit accommodation or hotels are used until suitable accommodation is 

available. 

Field Code Changed

mailto:Davina.Martella101@mod.gov.uk
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In general terms, individuals occupy housing that, meets entitlement.  Occupants pay 

standard accommodation charges based on a CAAS banded figure. The actual local rents 

paid directly by MOD are considerably higher than our accommodation charges.  In April 

2016, personnel based overseas received a 20% reduction in their accommodation charges 

and no longer pay CILOCT.  

Houses will be allocated around the Varese area.  If you have the address to your house, but 

cannot locate it on ‘Google Maps’, the CLO will be able to help assist you.  

Removals travel by road therefore families are entitled to a full removals package as for a 

UK / Germany move.  If you are posted as a singleton you will be allocated a furnished 

quarter.  For further details on your move allowances please contact the NSE.  

 

Furniture and Fittings 

For further details regarding the furniture/ storage included in your house contact your 

predecessor or UK WO2 in the NSE. Some items (such as additional white goods) may be 

provided by the landlord with the house.  However, other than the cooker, DIO will not 

maintain these additional items.  In addition, your predecessor may have items to “hand on” 

or “sell-on” (mosquito nets, paddling pools, ski equipment etc etc), and especially if they are 

incompatible with UK standards; the message here is ASK!  See the separate section on 

Telecommunications & Electrical items. 

 

Gardens & Garden Furniture 

The size of gardens varies as does the landlord’s responsibility for garden maintenance for 

each hiring.  Should you subsequently choose to arrange domestic assistance within the 

house or for the garden, this is a matter of personal choice and funding.   

 

 

 

 

UTILITIES & SERVICES              

Gas, Electricity and Water  

These charges are paid centrally by DIO.  A standard monthly charge for utilities is deducted 

from the SP pay.  Note that the electricity in many Italian houses is not fused in the same 

way as British houses and does not cope with multiple high wattage devices (e.g. Kettles, 

Microwaves etc.) plugged in at the same time.  Tripping of the main fuse is a common 

occurrence. There are three types of plug socket in Italian houses. The size of pins and 
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plugs varies by wattage of device. Houses will have a variety of sockets, however adapters 

can be purchased from Leroy Merlin (Italian version of B&Q) if required. 

The local water is extremely hard (See the Expat Shopping List on page 38) and mains 

water is drinkable.   

Household Rubbish Disposal Arrangements  

This varies according to location and commune regulations, but all waste is segregated 

according to type (organic, recyclable plastics, paper/card, garden refuse and general 

waste), and collected on different days.  You will be briefed on these during the march-in of 

accommodation.   

Local tips (Coinger) are available for larger items and items not accepted in the household 

refuse collection. You will need a Coinger Card which is held in the NSE office and shared 

by the contingent. (In Varese the tips may require just proof of address) 

 

LANGUAGE               

Language Courses 

Living in northern Italy, with its unfamiliar customs, regulations and infrastructure, has its 

frustrations.  The greatest of these is a language barrier as surprisingly little English is 

spoken locally, particularly in shops and among the older generation. 

Some limited funding is available to support language training in-country.  It is therefore 

strongly recommended that you try to learn a few phrases before you get here.  As a very 

minimum, buy a phrase book (and ideally a decent Italian/English dictionary) and practice 

the “Communication Essentials” in Annex A as you will need many of these from day 1 of 

your arrival. Also, free online language training is also available (eg Duolingo) and can be a 

good way of learning the basics.  

Subsequent language opportunities very much depend on your personal situation and 

interest.  The CLO can advise you on the enrolment procedures for the three main options: - 

1. Civilian language schools in the area.  The “Communes” run classes for non-Italians 

for an exceptionally low fee (it is a requirement for immigrants wishing to access the 

Italian social security system).  There are also private language schools offering 

lessons at commercial rates.   

2. NATO Italian Women’s International Community (NISIC) lessons Please note these 

have not been running during COVID, it is hoped they will restart again in 

Sept/Oct.  Watch this space for more detail. (open to every spouse/partner who 

holds a NATO ID card).  Classes take place twice a week at the Barracks, at both 

beginner and intermediate levels at the cost of approx. €50. 

Formatted: Font: Italic
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3. Rosetta Stone courses can be funded with the use of your SLC through the education 

centres. 

4. The internet– the BBC Learning website (www.bbc.co.uk/learning) being a 

recommended starting point 

5. Private arrangements – Juliet Araceli delivers one to one and small group language 

training at a personal cost. (juliettearaceli@hotmail.com) 

Translation Assistance 

The NSE translator, Fausta Razzano, will assist with official translation tasks and essential 

private needs only.  Invariably your Italian work colleagues will be willing to assist you for 

most other requirements (e.g. booking hotels and holidays) and there are also several 

software packages available to assist with translation –noting Google Chrome will translate 

web pages. 

For medical translation we have access to ‘Big Word’, a direct translation service when 

dealing with medical matters.  You will be briefed on this further on arrival. 

We also recommend ‘Google Translate’… it serves many of us well!  Please see useful 

numbers at start of this guide or on EJSU.net 

  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learning
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MOTOR VEHICLES              

MOTOR VEHICLES              

Driving in Italy 

Driving is probably one of the most obvious cultural differences you will experience in Italy.  

Within a short time, you are likely to encounter: 

1. A baffling array of direction signs when you do not need them, and a total absence 

when you do. 

2. Drivers “cutting you up” without a glance. 

3. “Tailgating”, in streets and on motorways. 

4. The absence of indicators being used. 

5. The need to stop because the driver in front has decided, in the middle of the street, 

to chat with a friend or park illegally. 

6. Scooters, mopeds and cycles ridden erratically, dangerously and with no lights.  This 

regularly includes driving the wrong way down one-way streets and ignoring traffic 

lights. 

7. A sounding of the horn or flashing of lights which DOES NOT signify them letting you 

go; it is a signal to warn you of their presence and that they will not be stopping for 

you. 

8. Flagrant use of mobile phones whilst driving (despite it being illegal). 

 

However, unlike the south, drivers in northern Italy are fractionally more disciplined and are 

more considerate of other road users, including cyclists.  You will become accustomed to the 

driving habits and local interpretation of the rules, as with many thousands of other 

expatriates, you will soon be driving confidently.  In any event, whilst driving in Italy, be extra 

vigilant, and be prepared for the unexpected. 

 

Children in cars:  

Children under four cannot travel unless they use a suitable restraint system. Children 

between four and 12 cannot travel in the front unless using a suitable restraint/ car seat 

system. 

Winter Tyres 

Between 15th November and 15th April, it is a requirement to equip cars with approved tyres 

that have the M + S symbol or winter tyres, which have this symbol plus a snowflake on the 

side.  Your LOA has a calculation added for the expense of a set of winter tyres 
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The law merely requires the chains to be carried in the vehicle if winter tyres are not 

mounted, but anecdotal evidence suggests traffic police sometimes ask drivers to 

demonstrate that they know how to mount the chains and that they are the correct size.  

Equally, on a cold and dark snowy evening do you really want to be fitting snow chains? 

 M+S and snowflake marked tyres that bear a slower speed rating than the car’s maximum 

speed must be removed for the summer season. Failure to do so by the 15 May deadline 

may result in a fine of at least €419 and up to €1,682, and the vehicle needing to undergo a 

roadworthiness inspection 

 

Speed Limit Specifics 

Speed Limits Motorway 

Dual 

Carriageway Secondary Road Town  
130 km/h   110 km/h 90 km/h 50 km/h 

When wet 100 km/h 90 km/h 80 km/h 50 km/h 

 

General Rules 

1. Flashed headlights indicate that a vehicle is coming through. 

2. Priority to the Right.  Vehicles arriving from the right have priority unless a "yield" or 

"stop" sign intervenes.   

3. Driving in Towns.  

i. Some roads in town are very narrow and there are no shoulders (your side 

view mirrors are at great risk). 

ii. Trams always have priority. 

iii. Most traffic lights are turned off overnight and are off in some areas all the time 

except in rush hour.  During these times they will be flashing amber.  Be careful 

because they are flashing amber for all approaches, not just yours and red in 

the other.  Give priority to the right, irrespective of which of the 2 intersecting 

roads appears to have priority. 

iv. Turning left off main roads is often difficult or even forbidden, especially on 

main roads in towns.  You may need to turn right first and then cross at lights, 

or turn off at a later exit, turn round, and then approach from the opposite 

direction. 

4. Motorway Driving: 

i. Driving needs particular care because of the speed of traffic which regularly 

exceeds the given limit.   
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ii. Keep out of the fast lane unless overtaking.  

iii. It is illegal to overtake on the right. 

iv. Headlights must always be on. 

 

5. Mandatory Documents and Equipment:  In Italy it is compulsory to carry:  

a.  Driving licence – EU and AFI.  c.  Insurance documents. 

b.  Vehicle registration documents.  d.  Warning triangle (“triangolo”) & 

reflector jacket (X1 per passenger). 

 

6. Advisory Equipment:  It is also strongly recommended that you always have with you 

(in case of accidents, breakdown, or major incident): 

a.  Mobile phone.  c.  Translation sheets & phrasebook.  

b.  Disposable camera.  d.  First aid kit. 

 

7. Tolls:  Tolls must be paid on most of Italy's autostrade at an average rate of about 

€0.05/km.  Some tolls are totally mechanised to take one of 4 forms of payment (be 

sure to get into the appropriate lane for your payment method when approaching the 

tolls):  

i. Cash.  At some locations, a fixed toll is paid straight away, at others, tickets are 

issued for subsequent payment when leaving the motorway.  Avoid losing your 

ticket or entering an autostrada without one. Should you do so you will be 

charged on exiting for the longest possible distance on that motorway.  If you 

have a valid excuse, pay the correct amount (not the full amount) then send the 

payment slip and an explanatory letter to the autostrada company.  Remember 

that cash is collected on the left-hand side of the car!  

ii. Credit and Bancomat Cards.  These can often be used, but check the signs at 

the entrance to the lane, because it is almost impossible to change lane if you 

are followed in.  Press the Help button if necessary, but do not leave your car.  

The system will photograph your number plate, issue a ticket to be paid later, 

and let you drive on. 

iii. Viacards.  This method saves time as the queues in Viacard lanes tend to be 

shorter, although you still must insert the card into the toll machine and wait for 

it to be returned.  Viacards are available (€25) from motorway services.   

iv. ‘Telepass’.  For daily motorway travelers in a hurry, Telepass is the quickest 

way, especially if you have a right-hand drive car.  When this small device is 

fitted, payments are debited automatically from your Italian bank account as 
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you pass through the toll.  They remove the necessity to stop and to lean 

across to pay when travelling alone in a right-hand drive car.   Although these 

devices are not transferable between cars unless they are registered (up to 3 

cars per family account) it is easy to change details using the web 

(www.telepass.it – in Italian and English).  Most of the Contingent favour this 

facility.  It is worth acknowledging that the charges are deducted from your 

account every three months.  When setting up your bank account, ask to link 

your Telepass directly to the account, and they will provide you with the 

paperwork to take to the Telepass offices on the autostrada. 

v. Some newer autostrade use either Telepass or number plate recognition 

cameras ONLY. If the vehicle does not contain a Telepass device a fine will be 

issued if the payment is not made at a PuntoVerde or PuntoBlu Office. This 

applies to hire cars as well. The Hire company will pass the fine directly to the 

hirer. 

8. Theft:  Always remove all valuables from display by locking them in the boot or taking 

them with you when leaving your car.  Never leave your passports in the car. 

 

The Work Commute 

It is advised that families are probably best served by having two cars, allowing the military 

personnel to travel independently to and from work, whilst providing the spouse with mobility 

during the day. This is not essential, but does give the spouse more freedom, without being 

totally reliant on School and Public transport.  It is usual that you will have to travel through a 

toll to reach work (approx. €1.60 each way), but   these toll charges can be claimed back 

(this will be covered upon your arrival when you register at the NSE).  You will automatically 

receive Home to Duty allowance, depending on the length of your commute.    

You might also wish to consider the benefits of cycling in and out of work, a realistic and 

viable option from Varese and the climate is perfect for this during the summer months. 

 

 

VEHICLE OWNERSHIP              

Although the Italian public transport system is generally cheap and efficient it is essential that 

you have your own private means of transport.  Indeed, given the distances involved 

between houses and barracks, you might like to consider having two modes of transport (see 

above). 

 

Tax Free Purchase 

http://www.telepass.it/
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Whilst posted in Italy you are entitled to purchase tax free vehicle from the UK.  Our advice 

would be to use a well established tax free dealer who will know the system back to front.  

Ensure you follow all the dealer’s guidance concerning the export and import regulations. 

Please check as regulations have changed since EU Transition. 

 

Buying Second Hand 

If you are planning to buy a secondhand car in Italy on the local market, the process may 

seem bureaucratic and confusing, but it can be done, especially if buying through a car 

dealer.  It is easier to buy one from another serviceman or purchase a lower value new car.  

It is up to the individuals to source and negotiate the buying and selling cars, but the CLO 

may be able to assist with informing you of any potential vehicles available. 

If you decide to buy on the Italian net, a residence permit (“permesso di soggiorno”) is 

sometimes required by the purchaser unless the person has provisional residence, in which 

case the car will get special plates with the letters EE on them. However, most dealers will 

only require a passport.  Change of ownership is called a "trapasso" and there is an 

associated charge.  Any change in a car's ownership must be registered within 10 days. 

Agencies featuring "Pratiche Automobilistiche" will do the documentation for you.  The dealer 

that sells you the car can often recommend such an agency.  The “Automobile Club d’Italia” 

(ACI) can handle the "trapasso" speedily and easily but will charge you for the service. 

 

VEHICLE REGISTRATION PROCESS WITH US FORCES AT VICENZA    

 

Allied Forces Italy (AFI) Registration & Inspection 

If you decide to bring a car(s) from UK, you will need to register the car(s) under American 

Forces Italy (AFI) regulations at the the Motor Vehicle Registration Office (MVRO)  if you 

wish to make use of the tax-free fuel and road tax exemption facilities.  However, you receive 

these benefits only for the first car you register.  Your second car can be registered at 

Vicenza, but is not entitled to tax free fuel, and a Road Tax will be levied on the car.  Each 

family is entitled to run only one car on duty free fuel using a fuel card that can be used at 

AGIP/ENI garages. 

AFI registration is the recommended option as it avoids direct involvement with the Italian 

systems for registration and inspection (see below).  At present registration and inspection is 

undertaken through the US at Vicenza, or you can get your revisioni done at a local garage if 

you wish and take this documentation to Vicenza when you re-register your car for your 

second and subsequent years. 
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A full guide to the Vehicle Registration process at MVRO Vicenza will be given to you on 

arrival including maps as to each location. The full policy can be found at this link: 

https://www.cnic.navy.mil/regions/cnreurafcent/installations/nsa_naples/about/departments/s

ecurity_n3at/motor_vehicle_registration/registration.html 

 

The first time you register a car at the MVRO, regardless of age it must go through an 

inspection on the US Base at Vicenza.  Since COVID appointments are necessary to 

register the car and have a safety inspection.   Please see link above.   All vehicles must 

then be re-registered on an annual basis. If the vehicle is over 4 years old, it will need an 

inspection, which is done free of charge at the MVRO.  As highlighted above, MVRO will also 

accept the Italian equivalent of the MOT (revisione), which can be done locally at approved 

garages.  Although you have to pay for this, it may be a better option for those with older 

cars, who do not want to run the risk of driving to Vicenza only to find that it fails the free 

inspection and needs work doing to the car.  The MVRO car registration office and 

Inspection Bay are off base near Caserma Ederle.  The Driving License Office is on camp.  

Registration costs around $5 and €30 after which you will be issued with your registration 

document, fuel ration card and AFI number plates which are identical to Italian civil number 

plates.  You can get dollars from the cash point on camp in Vicenza. 

A second or third vehicle (including motorbikes) may also be registered on the AFI system 

but will attract Italian road tax (cost dependant on the HP of the car).  As an example, a Kia 

Piccanto (small car) is roughly €128 per year. 

De-registration is quite a simple process, but is tied to your end of tour and an assignment 

order.  The registration plates must be returned to MVRO and car deregistered. 

 

 

Attempting to withdraw a car from the AFI System mid-tour is complicated and costly (so as 

to prevent cheap cars ending up on the Italian market).  If you are planning to swap your car 

mid-tour and Part Ex it in the UK the advice is – don’t!  

 

Registration with Italian Civil Authorities 

 

If you decide to register a locally purchased vehicle with the Italian civil authorities you must 

provide your vehicle registration document, insurance policy card and your driving licence.  

Trying to put a non-Italian registered car onto the Italian system is possible – but it is 

expensive, bureaucratic and time consuming! 

https://www.cnic.navy.mil/regions/cnreurafcent/installations/nsa_naples/about/departments/security_n3at/motor_vehicle_registration/registration.html
https://www.cnic.navy.mil/regions/cnreurafcent/installations/nsa_naples/about/departments/security_n3at/motor_vehicle_registration/registration.html
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Licence plates are valid as long as you have the car.  They belong to the car, not to its 

owner.  They can be obtained at the Automobile Club Italia (ACI) or through the "Ufficio della 

Motorizzazione". The procedure is easier at ACI. You will need to take a stamped (“bollata”) 

copy of your residence. 

All motor vehicles must have an inspection (“revisione”) once they are 10 years old, and then 

every 2 years thereafter.  Deadlines for inspections are posted by the "Ufficio della 

motorizzazione e trasporti in concessione" and vary according to licence plate number.  Cars 

over 5 years old must be tested for fume emissions (even with older type catalytic exhausts).  

This is obtained from authorised “officine” who then fix the so-called “bollino blu” on your 

windscreen.  The frequency for such inspections may change so check with your local 

garage. 

 

 

 

Vehicle Insurance 

 

Italian insurance is expensive, but again, your LOA has been calculated with this factor 

weighted in.  Third party liability insurance, from an Italian insurance company, is 

compulsory.  Car insurance policies are generally issued for one year and several months' 

notice must be given to cancel a policy.  There is a "bonus-malus" rating index which is 

similar to a no-claims bonus. 

It is up to individuals to choose how they insure their vehicles, but advice can be obtained 

from the NSE or other contingent members. 

Companies currently being used by contingent members include:  

Geico (geicovicecenza@hotmail.it or call 0039 0444 305052) – with an office conveniently 

located just outside the US Base in Vicenza and fully familiar with the MVRO system. 

 

 Vittoria which has an agent and office in the barracks and in Busto Arsizio  -. VIA 

CARDINALE TOSI 8 21052 BUSTO ARSIZIO (VA) +39 0331 637316 

 

Some UK companies will offer a ‘split’ insurance policy – you take your 3rd Party with 

Geico/Vittoria and then the fully comprehensive with them.  Try: Clements 

(info.clements.com/BAF or call +44 (0) 33 0099 0104)  

 

 

  

mailto:geicovicecenza@hotmail.it
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IT IS RECOMMENDED YOU PRINT THIS PAGE OUT AND KEEP IT IN YOUR CAR 

 

In the Event of a Motor Vehicle Accident 

 

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT GUIDE 
Stay calm, keep safe 
If you have had an accident, it’s important not to panic. Turn off your car engine. Turn on your 
hazard lights and get out of the car safely – you may want to exit from the passenger side to 
avoid traffic.  

Consider the moment and situation you exit the car 
Wear the reflective vest, secure the area and place the warning triangle. Take all necessary 
measures to avoid further damage or casualties. This includes extinguishing a fire if necessary.  

Consider using a flashlight at night 

Do not put yourself in danger  
Stand a safe distance away from your car and the road. Don’t smoke or use mobile phones if 
there is a risk of petrol vapor in the air. Don’t move any vehicle until the police have arrived, 
unless there’s a chance of further injury if it stays in place. 

The safety of everyone involved is always the first priority. 

Call for help 
If you or anyone else has been hurt in the accident, call the emergency services immediately 
on 112 or 081 721 2688 Be prepared to provide personal details, information concerning the 
type of accident, your location and casualties.  

First Aid 
Any person involved in an accident is obliged to provide assistance to casualties. 

• First Aid if you have sufficient knowledge 

• Actively assist casualties and seek for help 

Take down the details 
Once everyone involved is safe or being cared for, it’s time to annotate exactly what happened. 
You will need to write down: 

• The date, time and exact location of the accident 

• The name address and phone numbers of the other drivers 

• The make, model and registration numbers of the other vehicles 

• The name address and phone numbers of any witness, including passengers 

• Details of injuries and attending police officers 

• The insurance details of the other drivers 
The details mentioned are included in the standardized European Traffic Accident Report 
forms. As a side note, it’s a good idea to take photos of the accident scene, showing positions 
of the vehicles involved, any skid marks and any damage. If you don’t have a camera or a 
camera phone, ask others in the area to do so or draw a sketch of the scene. 

Do not admit liability 
Whether you have had a minor prang or suffered something more serious, do not admit liability 
even if you think the accident was your fault. You should not discuss details of a settlement with 
the other driver(s) without speaking with your insurance company. 

Your legal responsibilities 
Following a minor accident, it is possible to simply arrange a “Gentlemen’s Agreement”. This 
agreement can be settled if there were no injuries, no offences committed and no damage to 
public property (like road signs) as a result of the accident.                                                                                                                        
In order to provide all information required you should use the standardized European Traffic 
Accident Report form. In these forms the information is standardized so you are sure that the 
right information is passed on. 

Reminder 
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Please make sure the safety and emergency equipment in your vehicle is up to date and in 
good condition. This applies especially for your First Aid Kit and the Fire Extinguisher which is 
recommended. This equipment must be maintained frequently.   

 
Useful Vocabulary –  
 
Call the Duty Italian Speaker on 331 611 2140 or Fausta 3482251727 
 
In the mean time these phrases may help: 
 
I am English and I can’t speak Italian. Do you speak English? 
Sono inglese e non parlo italiano. Parla inglese? 
 
 

1. Can you please phone the Carabinieri/for an 
ambulance? 
Può telefonare I Carabinieri/un’ambulanza? 

 
2. There are some  

 casualties.  
Ci sono  feriti. 

 

3. The car is on fire.   
 La macchina è in fiamme. 

 
4. Can you be my witness?  

Può essere il mio testimone? 

 
5. Please do not move the cars! 

Non muova le macchine! 
 

6. Have you got a safety triangle? 
Ha il triangolo? 

 

7. May I have your insurance details? 

Posso avere I suoi dati dell’assicurazione? 
 

8. What is your name? My name is… 
Come si chiama? Mi chiamo… 

 
 

VOCABULARY 

Policy number: Numero di polizza 
Insurance company: Nome dell’assicurazione 
Name: Nome 
Surname: Cognome 
Address: Indirizzo 
Telephone number: Numero di telefono 
Mobile: Cellulare 
Driving license: Patente di guida 
Identity card: Documento d’identità 
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Driving Licences 
Driving licences should always be carried with you when driving as the police have the right 

to confiscate your car if they find you driving without one. 

1. Allied Forces Italy (AFI) Licences:  All cars registered at the MVRO in Vicenza will be 

on AFI issued vehicle plates and drivers will require an AFI driving licence. So, you 

and your spouse must register for an annual AFI driving licence.  This is normally 

conducted, soon after your arrival, as part of your visit to Vicenza to initially register 

your car(s).  Your children / family / guests cannot drive an AFI Registered car. 

2. an international Driving Permit (IDP) is 

required to drive in Italy if a valid Great British or Northern Ireland driving Licence 

is held. (for detail see https://www.gov.uk/driving-abroad/international-driving-permit) . 

However, is recommended that all personnel are to obtain an IDP before arrival. The IDP 

costs £5 and is obtained at local the Post Office. Please specify Italy when at post office as 

different countries have different IDPS 

3. Driving with Foreign Licences (including UK Licences): 

i. Foreign Licenses that do not have details in Italian have to be translated.  Non-

residents in Italy who have a ‘’permesso di soggiorno’’ can drive on their 

foreign license or on an international license until they have been resident in 

Italy for one year.   

ii. Although not required by law, it is possible to obtain an Italian driving licence, 

The process of exchanging a foreign driver's licence for an Italian one is 

complicated and long.  The easiest way to do it is to use the services of 

agencies listed under "Pratiche Automobilistiche - Agenzie" in the yellow 

pages, although some driving schools (scuole guide) will do the job for you (at 

a cost).  Their staff will handle what they can, but you will still have to get 

various certificates that the agencies and schools cannot obtain on your behalf.  

iii. If you have a licence from a non-European country that has a reciprocity 

agreement with the Italian authorities (this category does not include the US 

and Canada), you can convert your licence to an Italian one without sitting the 

driving test.  The conversion should be requested by the end of the first year of 

residency in Italy. 

4. Italian Licences: 

i. Driving licenses are available to people 18 or older and last 10 years (5 years 

for people over 50 and 3 years for people over 70).  

ii. If your license is neither from an EU country nor from another country where 

driving license reciprocity exists, an Italian license must be applied for by the 

https://www.gov.uk/driving-abroad/international-driving-permit
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end of your first year of residency in Italy.  This is done by registering in a 

driving school, studying the manuals, and taking the theory and road tests. As 

the written test is considered extremely difficult from a linguistic as well as 

technical point of view, foreigners have the option to take the theory test orally, 

which is said to be easier. 

 

 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT              

Train 

Due to its proximity to Milan, Varese and its surroundings are well served by rail links and 

Brits are often delighted at the cheaper fares. 

There are three types of train in Italy: the Frecce (also referred to as 'ES')  or ITALO or Treni 

Eurostar Italia trains serve most major cities, are seriously fast but enforce a policy of 

mandatory seat reservations. Then there are the Intercity trains, still relatively fast and run 

the length of Italy, stopping at cities and large towns.  And finally, the Regionale; local trains 

that are relatively cheap but notoriously busy during commuter hours.  Booking tickets can 

be done at the station or, for Frecce and Intercity trains, online at 

http://www.trenitalia.com.and Trenord  Apps   You can also book on the UK Website 

Trainline, it is possible to pay for your tickets in £ and also get cashback if you are a 

member of Quidco or Topcashback. The only crucial thing to note is that proper tickets (as 

opposed to the internet print-offs) must be validated before you embark at one of the green 

and white (or sometimes yellow) boxes.  This will stamp your ticket with the time and date of 

first use and return the ticket to you. I you fail to validate your ticket you may be fined by the 

train manager when they check your tickets. 

Bus 

Varese is served by an extensive provincial bus service.  It is possible to travel to the city by 

the state buses from Milan and from other cities in the region. But be warned…. Buses stop 

early. 

Taxi 

You will find taxi ranks at airports and in the centre of Varese, but taxi services in provincial 

and rural areas are rare and expensive and they don’t work late at night for some unknown 

reason.  A reservation is definitely recommended.  Taxis are more expensive than the UK. 

Air Travel 

See the Visitors section. 
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GENERAL FINANCE              

Your ‘startup’ costs are going to be high so please be prepared.  

SP can receive an advance of pay prior to 

assignment. Their current unit HR who will explain the process.  Car Insurance will be the 

biggest outlay; usually payment is required up front in cash/credit card for the year and can 

be anything from €500 to €2000+.  For most other things, credit cards are increasingly widely 

accepted, although you will often need to produce additional ID at the checkout.  You will 

need to set up an Italian Bank Account which is required for your home Internet / phone.  We 

have an excellent link with BCC in Varese you are also welcome to use any other Bank

.  Once your Italian bank account is set up, you 

can split pay i.e. set up an allotment directly from your wages exchanged under the current 

Forces Fixed Rates of exchange to your UK account, which many of us find useful.  You 

could also get a multicurrency card like revolut which can have an advantage over splitting 

your pay as they may offer a more favourable exchange rate.  You cannot use your Italian 

Bank card with BCC for online payments, if you feel this will be an issue another bank may 

offer this facility. 

 

Pay & Allowances 

Check your entitlements with your own pay office before departure.  There is an LOA rate for 

Italy North and South.  You will qualify for the North.

  The NSE will explain in more details when you arrive.

PAP 

If you decide to bring your UK car (which most of us do) a minimum of 6 weeks before you 

travel to Italy you must submit a request for Privately Arranged Passage (PAP) quote.  This 

will allow you to reclaim some of the travel costs incurred.  

 

BANKING                

The Law 

Having a “Codice Fiscale” is a legal prerequisite for many financial activities, and this will be 

provided to you by the NSE soon after your arrival. 

UK Banks 

British banks do not exist in Italy other than to offer mortgage facilities.  To avoid delays due 

to the post or possible lengthy and expensive phone calls to your branch, it is worthwhile to 

have an Internet banking facility set up before leaving the UK.  There are plenty of Bancomat 

(ATM/Cash Machines) available which accept British cards for Euro cash withdrawals, but a 
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service fee will be charged.  It may also be worth notifying your bank that you will be living 

abroad for a while as some experience a block on their account during the first few 

days/weeks which can be most unhelpful. 

Other options include companies that offer multi-currency mobile banking alternatives such 

as Revolut and Monzo (other banking apps are available) who offer currency conversion 

facilities with no fees. 

Italian Banks 

Once you have registered with the civilian authorities you will be able to open an Italian 

account and the NSE will help you do so.  Some choose not to open an account, but the 

advantages massively outweigh the disadvantages.  Charges vary according to the level of 

service taken and there is a set minimum charge.  Most of the Contingent open an account 

with the BCC bank in Varese.  The NSE can assist with this process.   The key points to note 

are outlined below: 

1. The most common form of payment here in Italy is through the Bancomat card 

system.   The Bancomat works just the same as a cash/debit card in the UK, but there 

is normally no overdraft facility, and there is sometimes a limit on how much cash you 

can withdraw during the month.  If you would like to open a joint account with use of a 

second card, this may come at an extra cost.  The NSE will be able to confirm the 

details for you.  

2. It is possible to obtain a credit card through your Italian bank but normally these work 

like an overdraft, paid back in full at the end of every month.  There are alternative 

options such as pre-paid credit cards or variable repayment options but these all 

come at a cost.  See your bank for details. 

 

 

UK Credit & Debit Cards 

 UK Credit & Debit Cards 

Most UK credit/debit cards are accepted in large retail outlets, petrol stations, hotels and 

restaurants but you should check prior to purchase. 

It is also possible to withdraw cash, with a UK credit/debit card, from a large network of cash 

point machines but a charge may be applied please check with your bank first. 

 

LEGAL HELP                                                                                                                        

For UK matters: The Law Society (of the respective jurisdictions: England and Wales, 
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Scotland or Northern Ireland) maintains a list of solicitors by location and subject area. The 

lists can be accessed via the respective Law Society website. 

England and Wales http://solicitors.lawsociety.org.uk/ 

Scotland https://www.lawscot.org.uk/find-a-solicitor/ 

Northern Ireland https://www.lawsoc-ni.org/solicitors 

Military applicants wishing to instruct a Northern Ireland based solicitor should also contact 

their J2 Security Cell for a list of approved Northern Ireland law firms. 

When you return to the UK, you will need to instruct a civilian solicitor.  

For overseas matters: Guidance on overseas lawyers can be obtained from the Foreign 

and Commonwealth Office’s (FCO) published List of Lawyers Abroad.  

  

HEALTH________________________________________________________________ 

 
In an emergency dial 112 for an ambulance 

 

Medical Services 

Whilst serving in Italy, we are reliant on local primary and secondary health care providers.  

However, the MoD provides supervision and approval for treatment through a contract with a 

company called HEALIX, who ensure that our medical support is aligned with NHS and NICE 

UK norms and standards.  HEALIX provide a “Care Path Management Service” and are 

contracted to apply NHS protocols in the delivery of this service.  They are monitored by the 

CEP (Central European Practice), which remains responsible for all policy and medical 

funding.  Therefore, if your GP refers you for secondary care assessment or treatment, you 

will need to contact HEALIX to discuss this referral and obtain their approval.  The policy is 

that, where it is safe and effective to do so and complies with NHS protocols, all secondary 

health care treatment will be done in Italy.  Referrals at public expense to UK for treatment 

may be recommended to ensure compliance with NHS protocols, but this will be the 

exception rather than the norm.  CEP will not fund medical expenses for treatment in all 

circumstances. Check first or risk being landed with a large medical bill.  HEALIX and/or 

NSE/CEP can provide advice in case of doubt. (also see 2019DIN01-160 Health Service 

Support for Personnel Assigned to European Joint Support Unit (EJSU) Locations, on 

Contingent Def Connect page).  

CEP SPOC Address Contact Details Remarks 

Central 

European 

Practice – 

BFPO: Practice Manager 

Central European Practice Bldg 

306 HQ EJSU SHAPE Mons 

BFPO 26  

Please see 

contact details in 

Useful 

The CEP exists to facilitate 

the management of military 

OH. It does not directly 

deliver healthcare; 
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Practice 

Manager 

Civilian: Practice Manager 

Central European Practice Bldg 

306 HQ EJSU SHAPE Rue 

Grande 7010 Mons Belgium 

NumbersDTN: 

9205 423 2280  

Civ: +32 6544 

2280  

E-mail: 

DPHCBFG-

EJSUCEP@mod.g

ov.uk 

therefore, no hard copy 

health records are to be 

sent to this site. 

 

You can choose your own local primary healthcare provider locally, however the Contingent 

generally use a small selection of English-speaking GPs (Dr Schutz, Dr Albizzati) and a 

paediatrician (Dr Vadambrini) because we have a direct billing arrangement with them.  

Other GPs can be used, but they will require payment “up front” for each consultation, 

followed by a JPA Claim.  With the above-named doctors (and also the Centro Diagnostico 

Varesino (CDV)  Now called HUMANITAS facility where many referral activities are done),or 

recently set up with Centro Polispecialistico Beccaria they will bill CEP directly, which 

many find more convenient.  A UK Healthcare Flowchart is provided as part of the Arrivals 

Pack, which explains how the system works.  Note that emergency procedures (ie A&E) 

requires no prior HEALIX involvement until after the initial treatment, when they should be 

informed about what has been done.  HEALIX also offer a 24/7 Healthline, which can be 

used to obtain any routine medical advice. 

When you are warned of your assignment here, you will be required to register online with 

HEALIX and complete a medical questionnaire as part of the screening process.  Only in 

exceptional circumstances may this affect your posting here, as continuity of NHS standard 

treatment in Italy for some chronic or serious illness may not be available.  It is important that 

you complete the questionnaire fully and honestly. 

 

Big Word  

The Big Word is a Medical interpretation service provided for use by Central European Practice 

(CEP) supported personnel and families. This service is a Medical interpretation service and cannot 

be used for any other purpose. If personnel or families use this service, they are to contact the CEP 

as soon as practicable either by email or telephone (above contact details) to ensure that the usage 

is recorded. This service is specific to Italy.  

How to Access The Big Word Medical Interpretation Service in Italy:  

1. Dial: 0044 (0) 113 212 4116  

2. Enter the access code: 77451265#  

3. Enter the Language code (Italy): 995#  
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4. Once connected take note of the interpreter’s ID number for reference.  

5. If you have any problems accessing the service please contact The Big Word customer services at 

0044 (0) 800 757 3025.  

6. Please remember to inform the CEP that you have accessed the service and provide the 

interpreter’s ID number. 

 

HQ NRDC-ITA Service Medical & Dental Fitness Standards 

All Service personnel are required to be fully fit before deploying to Italy.  You must take 

every opportunity to ensure that you are in date (i.e. have no requirement for treatment 

within 6 months) for the following: 

1. PULHEEMS / AGZ 1-4 (RAF) Examinations:  These can only be undertaken by a 

Service Doctor for examination. 

2. Injections: The deployability readiness criteria for the HQ requires the following 

vaccinations to be in date: Diptheria, Meningitis, Tetanus, Hepatitis A, Polio, Typhoid 

and Yellow Fever. 

3. Dental Treatment:  See further reading. 

 

Medical Certificates 

These are recommended for each member of the family.  The NSE will provide specific 

advice, but essentially, you are looking for a ‘fit and healthy’ seal of approval from your GP.  

Please also bear in mind that most Italian schools, swimming clubs and after school play 

groups/sports clubs require medical certificates for new joiners or specific activities (eg 

Sailing Camps).  They can be obtained from your GP on arrival but may need to be renewed 

annually or for specific activities. 

EHIC/GHIC Cards 

The free European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) replaced the old E111 in 2006.  It enables 

you to get state healthcare at a reduced cost or sometimes for free.  While in Italy, you are 

officially supported by your residential status and by HEALIX, however, it is necessary to 

have an EHIC/GHIC Card for all members of the family as a back-up, and in case you are 

travelling in EU countries outside of Italy.  Each family member must be in possession of a 

valid EHIC/GHIC card before leaving for Italy.   

All service personnel and their dependants are always strongly advised to carry their 

EHIC/GHICs  and especially if crossing any international borders.  

Though the EHIC/GHIC will provide you with emergency health care whilst travelling within 

other EU member countries, it does not include the country of residence.  

The EHIC/GHIC is not an alternative to travel insurance. 
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 Visit for further information or to apply online. 

 https://www.gov.uk/european-health-insurance-card 

All service personnel and their dependants are strongly advised to obtain travel / holiday 

insurance to cover all countries they will travelling to or through. Please check the policy 

wording carefully, check what activities are covered and that your residence and start of 

journey location are correct. 

Private Medical Insurance 

In addition to the EHIC/GHIC private medical insurance cover is strongly recommended for 

those travelling under the ‘Own Way Passage’ and for social 

 travel whilst you are based in Italy.  Note that private insurance companies are unlikely to 

authorise full repayment of costs unless an EHIC/GHIC was presented upon receiving care. 

If you take part in any non-duty hazardous recreational activities (e.g. skiing or climbing) you 

will not be covered by the MOD.  It is therefore essential that you have adequate medical 

insurance to cover these activities particularly for any initial rescue costs from the point of 

injury to a local hospital and for repatriation to your home after emergency treatment.  

Another benefit of private insurance is that it will often gain you access to private hospitals 

that are not part of the EHIC/GHIC scheme. 

Medication 

Anyone taking any regular medication should bring a 3-month supply for initial needs.  The 

PX in Vicenza (where you visit to register your vehicles) stocks common medication and it is 

worth bulk buying products that are more expensive over the counter at Italian pharmacies 

e.g. allergy tablets, cold remedies, feminine hygiene products, baby products and nappies.  

However, most UK medicines are available in Italy but often have a different name, so it is 

recommended that you bring supplies of any particular “brand” medicines you need.  This 

also makes it easier for local chemist shops (“farmacia”) to provide advice when you provide 

your example product.  If you have small children you may wish to bring your favourite 

paediatric paracetamol (e.g. Calpol) with you. 

 

Doctors 

Doctors familiar to the Contingent, and who speak good English, are: 

 

GP 

Dr Irene Schutz  

Via Giulio Giordani, 7  

Varese  

0332 223 355 

335 593 6475 

irene.schutz@virgilio.it  

 

GP and ENT Specialist 

Dr Claudio Albizzati   

Vicolo San Michele, 6  

https://www.gov.uk/european-health-insurance-card
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Varese  

0332 288638 

348 2625542 

albizzatic@gmail.com  

 

Paediatrician 

Dr Valeria Valdambrini 

Via Leonardo da Vinci, 

2 Caidate di Sumirago  

0331-906971 

0331906966 (during visiting hours) 

valeria.valdambrini@crs.lombardia.it

DENTAL CARE              

All SP are to ensure they are seen by a DPHC(Dental) clinic and they are dentally fit before 

taking an assignment abroad. All MOD personnel and entitled dependants are to ensure they 

have had a dental examination and all associated treatment undertaken no more than 6 

months prior to commencement of the SPs assignment. All routine dental treatment needs 

are to be completed before proceeding overseas. This is to avoid personnel with outstanding 

high-risk treatment being assigned overseas. With sufficient notice DPHC(Dental) staff will 

prioritise treatment to SP who are assigned to isolated locations Dental provision is not 

currently included in the HEALIX contract and is provided by HN dental facilitates under a 

different process. Full detail of the Policy can be found in the 20190401-Leaflet 541 Dental 

Treatment found on the Contingent Defence Connect page. 

 

Dental Charges 

Patient charges apply to entitled dependants; SP receive free dental coverage.  On 01 Apr 

2006 the Department of Health implemented a new charges system. This system has been 

adopted by the MOD.  As in the UK, certain groups of civilians are exempt from paying 

patient charges.  Within the MOD the most common charge exemptions include: 

1. Patients who are under the age of 18 at the start of treatment. 

2. Patients who are under the age of 23 and in full time education at the start of 

treatment. 

3. Patients who are expecting a baby and were pregnant at the start of treatment. 

 

There are three charge bands as of 01 Apr 2021: - 

Band 1:  £23.80 - includes an examination, diagnosis and advice. If necessary, it also 

includes X-rays, a scale and polish and planning for further treatment. 
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Band 2:  £65.20 - includes all treatment covered by Band 1, plus additional treatment, such 

as fillings, root canal and removing teeth. 

Band 3:  £282.80 - includes all treatment covered by Bands 1 and 2 plus more complex 

procedures such as crowns, dentures and bridges. 

If a patient requires more treatment from the same charge band, or a lower one within 2 

months of completing a course of treatment, they will not have to pay anything extra. 

Emergency treatment (which is purely for pain relief or to stem blood loss) is Band 1; a 

charge of £23.80. If follow on treatment is required, this becomes normal routine or non-

routine treatment and further charges will apply. 

A simple routine check-up will therefore be a Band 1 contribution; the moment you require a 

filling it becomes Band 2. 

 

Non-Routine Dental Treatment 

Non-routine dental treatment includes the following procedures:  orthodontic treatment, 

surgical periodontal treatment, elective surgical extraction of third molars (wisdom teeth), 

other elective surgical procedures such as frenectomies, veneers, indirect restorations 

(inlays and onlays), bridges, more than two crowns per Tour of Duty, implant treatment, 

dentures, mouth guards, tooth whitening procedures and fissure sealants for adults. 

These non-routine procedures must not be undertaken without professional advice and 

authorization from DPDS prior to the start of treatment. Detailed treatment plans complete 

with estimated costing and supportive clinical evidence, such as case notes, photographs, 

radiographs and study models, must be submitted to DPDS for assessment and approval 

prior to the start of treatment, together with completed 2019DIN01-161. The dentists that the 

contingent uses have these forms, which they will complete and forward to the NSE for 

onward transmission.  

Failure to submit complete documentation will result in considerable and unnecessary delay.  

This procedure does not seek to challenge the local civilian dentist’s professional integrity: 

dentists often need to provide external funding authorities with details of treatment 

proposals.  This is standard practice and is generally met without question by dentists 

providing treatment to MOD personnel and their dependants world-wide.  Treatment plans 

will be assessed by DPDS and will be returned with recommendations. 

 

Children 

Children are entitled to two dental check-ups per year.  Children under the age of 18 do not 

have an automatic entitlement to orthodontic treatment. NHS orthodontic funding has been 

cut substantially and within the NHS a scale known as the Index of Orthodontic Treatment 
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Need (IOTN) is used to measure the severity of an orthodontic problem.  Only those cases 

which can be placed in the two most severe categories of the IOTN have an entitlement to 

publicly funded orthodontic treatment.  In addition, the family’s Tour expiry date needs to be 

taken into consideration.  The IOTN was developed to ensure that those most in need can 

be identified and offered orthodontic treatment in an environment of limited resources.  The 

accurate use of the IOTN requires specialist training.  Orthodontic treatment for children is 

classed as a non-routine provision and the same procedures, as for any other type of non-

routine treatment apply.  Children at Boarding Schools are only entitled to emergency dental 

treatment in Italy. 

 

 

Boarding school children and students 
 

The Service parent or sponsor has a responsibility to ensure that a child is dentally fit to  

spend a holiday in the area overseas in which the parents are living. Parents are to ensure  

that any dental treatment required by their child is completed before a SCV. Children granted  

a SCV passage will only be eligible for urgent medical and dental treatment (defined as  

emergency dental treatment) at public expense during the visit  

 

Boarding school children and students are expected to access routine and specialist dental  

care in the UK and are not entitled to routine or specialist care from HN providers during  

SCVs. Parents are responsible for their children’s welfare and shall nominate a responsible  

person resident in the UK (sponsor). Should a parent feel it necessary to accompany a child  

in the event of medical/dental intervention, applications for journeys that fall outside of their  

entitlement or do not fall within the criteria for Compassionate travel, should be made via  

their Unit HR to the JPACC for consideration and authorisation 
 

Procedures Not Available 

Dental implants, adult orthodontic treatment and tooth whitening procedures are not routinely 

available under the New General Dental Services of the NHS and will not normally be 

considered for approval from public funds. 
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Procedure 

1. Yearly check - No prior approval is required but we advise that this includes a 

cleaning as it comes under the same band and therefore only one contribution will 

come out of the service persons pay. If the dentist requires completing more work and 

it is routine, then no prior authority is required. If the dentist thinks that more work is 

required and it is classed as non-routine, then the dentist will complete the forms, 

attach the x-rays, costing and moulds and this confidential information with go via the 

NSE to DPDS in Germany for prior approval. 

2. Pain or bleeding - Immediate appointment with no prior approval needed. Dentist will 

relieve the pain or stop bleeding. Any follow up work will follow the same procedure as 

listed above. 

 

Dentists 

Dentists familiar to the Contingent, and who speak good English, are: - 

1. Ambulatorio dentistico associate Dr.ssa Rommerskirchen e Dr.ri Tritz.  Via Como, 18 

Varese (Tel: 0332 286 616 /http://dentisti-varese.com) 

2. Studio Dentistico Dejace, Via San Martino, 11 Varese (Tel 0332 241 324) 

 

 

 

EDUCATION             

All SP are to ensure they are seen by a DPHC(Dental) clinic and they are dentally fit before 

taking an assignment abroad. All MOD personnel and entitled dependants are to ensure they 

have had a dental examination and all associated treatment undertaken no more than 6 

months prior to commencement of the SPs assignment. All routine dental treatment needs 

are to be completed before proceeding overseas. This is to avoid personnel with outstanding 

high riskhigh-risk treatment being assigned overseas. With sufficient notice DPHC(Dental) 

staff will prioritise treatment to SP who are assigned to isolated locations Dental provision is 

not currently included in the HEALIX contract and is provided by HN dental facilitates under 

a different process. Full detail of the Policy can be found in the 20190401-Leaflet 541 Dental 

Treatment found on the Contingent Defence Connect page. 

 

Dental Charges 

Patient charges apply to entitled dependants; SP receive free dental coverage.  On 01 Apr 

2006 the Department of Health implemented a new charges system. This system has been 

http://dentisti-varese.com/
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adopted by the MOD.  As in the UK, certain groups of civilians are exempt from paying patient charges.  Within the MOD the most common charge exemptions include: 

1. Patients who are under the age of 18 at the start of treatment. 

1. Patients who are under the age of 23 and in full time education at the start of 

treatment. 

1. Patients who are expecting a baby  and were pregnant at the start of treatment. 

 

There are three charge bands as of 01 Apr 202117: - 

Band 1:  £230.860 - includes an examination, diagnosis and advice. If necessary, it also 

includes X-rays, a scale and polish and planning for further treatment. 

Band 2:  £6556.230 - includes all treatment covered by Band 1, plus additional treatment, 

such as fillings, root canal and removing teeth. 

Band 3:  £28244.830 - includes all treatment covered by Bands 1 and 2 plus more complex 

procedures such as crowns, dentures and bridges. 

If a patient requires more treatment from the same charge band, or a lower one within 2 

months of completing a course of treatment, they will not have to pay anything extra. 

Emergency treatment (which is purely for pain relief or to stem blood loss) is Band 1; a 

charge of £230.860. If follow on treatment is required, this becomes normal routine or non-

routine treatment and further charges will apply. 

A simple routine checkupcheck-up will therefore be a Band 1 contribution,contribution; the 

moment you require a filling it becomes Band 2. 

 

Non-Routine Dental Treatment 

Non-routine dental treatment includes the following procedures:  orthodontic treatment, 

surgical periodontal treatment, elective surgical extraction of third molars (wisdom teeth), 

other elective surgical procedures such as frenectomies, veneers, indirect restorations 

(inlays and onlays), bridges, more than two crowns per Tour of Duty, implant treatment, 

dentures, mouth guards, tooth whitening procedures and fissure sealants for adults. 

These non-routine procedures  must not  be undertaken without professional advice and 

authorization from DPDS prior to the start of treatment. Detailed treatment plans complete 

with estimated costing and supportive clinical evidence, such as case notes, photographs, 

radiographs and study models, must be submitted to DPDS for assessment and approval 

prior to the start of treatment, together with completed 20197DIN01-16081. The dentists that 

the contingent uses have these forms, which they will complete and forward to the NSE for 

onward transmission.  The patient is to collect all other evidence from the dentist and bring to 

the NSE which will be sent to DPDS. 
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EDUCATION             

 

Children 

Children are entitled to two dental checkupscheck-ups per year.  Children under the age of 

18 do not have an automatic entitlement to orthodontic treatment. NHS orthodontic funding 

has been cut substantially and within the NHS a scale known as the Index of Orthodontic 

Treatment Need (IOTN) is used to measure the severity of an orthodontic problem.  Only 

those cases which can be placed in the two most severe categories of the IOTN have an 

entitlement to publicly funded orthodontic treatment.  In addition, the family’s Tour expiry 

date needs to be taken into consideration.  The IOTN was developed to ensure that those 

most in need can be identified and offered orthodontic treatment in an environment of limited 

resources.  The accurate use of the IOTN requires specialist training.  Orthodontic treatment 

for children is classed as a non-routine provision and the same procedures, as for any other 

type of non-routine treatment apply.  Children at Boarding Schools are only entitled to 

emergency dental treatment in Italy. 

 

 

Boarding school children and students 
 
The Service parent or sponsor has a responsibility to ensure that a child is dentally fit to 
spend a holiday in the area overseas in which the parents are living. Parents are to ensure 
that any dental treatment required by their child is completed before a SCV. Children granted 
a SCV passage will only be eligible for urgent medical and dental treatment (defined as 
emergency dental treatment) at public expense during the visit  
 
Boarding school children and students are expected to access routine and specialist dental 
care in the UK and are not entitled to routine or specialist care from HN providers during 
SCVs. Parents are responsible for their children’s welfare and shall nominated a responsible 
person resident in the UK (sponsor). Should a parent feel it necessary to accompany a child 
in the event of medical/dental intervention, applications for journeys that fall outside of their 
entitlement or do not fall within the criteria for Compassionate travel, should be made via 
their Unit HR to the JPACC for consideration and authorisation 
 

Procedures Not Available 

Dental implants, adult orthodontic treatment and tooth whitening procedures are not routinely 

available under the New General Dental Services of the NHS and will not normally be 

considered for approval from public funds. 

 

Procedure 

 Yearly check - No prior approval is required but we advise that this includes a cleaning 

as it comes under the same band and therefore only one contribution will come out of 
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the service persons pay. If the dentist requires completing more work and it is routine, then no prior authority is required. If the dentist thinks that more work is required and it is classed as non-routine, then the dentist will complete the forms, attach the x-rays, costing and moldsmoulds and this confidential information with go via the NSE to DPDS in Germany for prior approval. 

1. Pain or bleeding - Immediate appointment with no prior approval needed. Dentist will 

relieve the pain or stop bleeding. Any follow up work will follow the same procedure as 

listed above. 

 

Dentists 

Dentists familiar to the Contingent, and who speak good English, are: - 

0. Ambulatorio dentistico associate Dr.ssa Rommerskirchen e Dr.ri Tritz.  Via Como, 18 

Varese (Tel: 0332 286 616 /http://dentisti-varese.com) 

0. Studio Dentistico Dejace, Via San Martino, 11 Varese (Tel 0332 241 324) 

 

 

 

EDUCATION             

The options for schooling are to board or use local schools. There are no SCE (Service 

Children’s Education) facilities here. Local provision includes a European school, an 

International school and a British school used by the large expatriate community based in 

northern Italy. Some contingent members have successfully used local Italian nursery school 

facilities. 

The NSE is your first point of call for additional advice to that shown below.  In addition, your 

sponsor or Community Liaison Officer can provide you with details of individuals with 

experience of the local schools. 

 

You must inform NSE about your schooling choices, as soon as possible preferably before 

arrival so that all paperwork can be completed, i.e. enrolment, authorisation for payment etc.   

In addition, please be aware: 

1. The academic year is September through to July but the children are admitted into the 

school year for their correct calendar year of birth, this therefore often results in 

children entering different equivalent academic years than they would do under the 

British system.  

2. Most, if not all, local schools do not wear school uniform. 

3. Formal schooling starts in the September of the calendar year your child turns 6.  

There are then 5 years of primary school. 

4. MOD funding will cover the costs of full time education for all children from the 

beginning of the academic year following their 4th birthday, in accordance with full time 

school provision in the UK. 
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The Schooling Options 

The European School of Varese (ages 4 to 18)   

https://www.eurscva.eu/en/home/ 

Via Montello 118 

Casella Postale 287 

21100 

Varese 

 

The MOD has negotiated a contract with the European School in Varese for all service 

children moving into the area.  This is a private school for boys & girls with 1,300 pupils 

between the ages of 4 and 18 attending the school and classes are in English.  If your child 

is in senior school, be aware that he/she will need to be bilingual from 14-15 years old, as 

many lessons are taken in their second language.  The school does not enter pupils for 

GCSE examinations; they sit the European Baccalaureate. 

 

The school provides a comprehensive bus service across Varese.  There is a spreadsheet of 

stops and timetables available.  The journey time from any of the pick-up points nearest to 

the MOD houses should be no more than 15 minutes.  The telephone no. to find the best 

pick up point suited to your needs and arrange transport is +39 0332 893 028. 

 

Further details about the school are available on its website which is mostly in English.  The 

school requires an application form to be completed for each pupil.  This requests basic 

family details and information regarding previous education.  A summary of the Terms and 

Conditions of admission must also be signed.  Along with these forms the following are 

required:   

 

1. Birth certificate or a certified copy. 

2. Certificate of immunisations or a certified copy (a copy of the relevant page from the 

child’s ‘Red Health Book’ is sufficient). 

3. A certificate signed by a doctor confirming that the child is fit to attend school and is free 

from infectious disease.  If needs be, this can be arranged when you arrive – see the GP 

information. 

https://www.eurscva.eu/en/home/
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4. A copy of the last schools’ report, especially if the child had been promoted a year. 

5. A passport-sized photo must be attached to the application form. 

 

 

International School of Como 

https://www.iscomo.com/ 

International School of Como 

Via Adda 25 

22073 Fino Mornasco CO 

 

Slightly further away, the IS Como accepts pupils aged 3 to 18 to follow the International 

Baccalaureate (IB) Primary Years, Middle Years and Diploma programmes. Teaching is in 

English. Currently, they do not offer the IGCSE. There is a limited bus service from 

Castronno only. The payment of the bus fare is offset by MMA, however, those with more 

than one child should expect to incur additional costs. 

 

Secondary School – Sir James Henderson School in Milan – 

Secondary School – Sir James Henderson School in Milan – 

https://www.britishschoolmilan.com/ 

Rated ‘Excellent’ by UK government inspectors, the BSM is unique in Milan. They offer an 

exclusively British system of education, following the English National Curriculum from the 

ages of 3 to 16, with IGCSE in Year 11 (not offered by the European School or the IS Como) 

and the International Baccalaureate Diploma (IB) in the Sixth Form. For those at A-Level 

age it may be the best option due to the fact it delivers the International Baccalaureate which 

is more widely recognised than the European Baccalaureate. This school will be the most 

recognisable to UK students.  Further research will be necessary on your part with advice 

freely available from the NSE and other current contingent members, but considerations 

such as the distance and density of traffic/train journeys do need to be considered, for the 

daily commute which can be up to an hour each way by train.  (Direct trains depart from 

Varese or Gallarate). 

 

Pre-School 

 

 

Piccola England is a bilingual pre-school that has served the Contingent well over the years, 

but several families have preferred to find local options to avoid the commute into Varese. 
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 www.scuolapiccolaengland.it 

Viale Monte Rosa 34 

Casbeno 

21100 

Varese 

NURSERY SCHOOL AND DAY CARE 

 

Whilst in Italy you are still entitled to the same provisions as you would receive in the UK.  Therefore, you will 

be able to claim 15 hours of childcare for your child from the term after their third birthday. Nurseries can be run 

by your local comune or privately run.  

 

Asilo Nido are nurseries which will take children from as young as three months until they are three years. 

Scuola Materna are closer to the nursery schools that we are familiar with in the UK and focus on a learn 

through play curriculum. Children can attend from 2 years 6 months until they are due to start full time school. 

The Asilo Nido and Scuola Materna follow the same school calendar as Italian schools and run from September 

01 – June 30. They are open daily from 0730-1800 which includes pre and after school childcare.  

 

There are two main options for the nursery day, 09:00 – 13:30 or the extended day of 09:00-15:30.  

 

To register you will need to contact the nurseries directly.  Private nurseries and day care will require you to pay 

the fees directly and then claim reimbursement.  To claim for reimbursement, you will need to complete forms  

DYCP006 for application and DYCP008 for the claim. 

 

Asilo Nido and Scuola Materne nearby  

 

Scuole Materne, Rina Erica 

Via dei Pree, 6 

Brunello 

0332 459 880 

Cap2007@libero.it 

 

Piccola England (a bilingual primary school with nursey attached) 

Via Stadio, 38 

21100 Varese 

0332 237 745 

Info@scuolapiccolaengland.it 

 

There is a kindergarten located on Ugo Mara Caserma.  It is not currently used by any  

members of the UK contingent. This is a fee-paying facility.   

 

Contact details are:  

01525 240 17 

Progettodonnapiu@legalmail.it 

 

 

After School Activities and Sports Clubs 

Schools may offer after school activities, but these will require additional funding to the school fees and cannot 

be claimed back.  There are lots of clubs for children available in the area and range from football and 

swimming to rock climbing and sailing.  

 

For any official sport activity your child will need a 'Health Certificate', to obtain the certificate your child will 

need to have a general health check and an ECG.  As ths is for a voluntary activity, you cannot claim the cost 

of the certificate back.  

 

The most reasonably priced that we have found is €40 at: 

mailto:Cap2007@libero.it
mailto:Info@scuolapiccolaengland.it
mailto:Progettodonnapiu@legalmail.it
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ISTITUTO CLINICO SAN CARLO 

Via Castelfidardo, 19 Busto Arsizio 

Tel. 0331 685065 
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PETS AND ANIMALS              

General 

1. If you intend to bring a pet with you, adopt or buy one whilst in Italy, you must notify 

DIO as some houses have contracts that expressly forbid them. 

2. There are English speaking vets in Varese and your sponsor will be able to put you in 

touch with a pet-owner within the community who can provide local knowledge.  Ones 

that are recommended are: 

i. Centro Veterinario Varesino, Via Sanvito 103, 21100 Varese, Tel 0332 222 804  

ii. Clinica Veterinaria Castronno, Via Piave 1/C, 21040 Castronno, Tel 0332 

893126 

Importing Pets 

Thanks to the Pets Passport Scheme you can now bring dogs, cats and ferrets with you 

from most countries in the EU.  On arrival in Italy Start the passport process as soon as 

possible as some have found it lengthy.  Speak to your vet  for travel from UK to Italy check 

https://www.gov.uk/taking-your-pet-abroad.(and/or consult www.gov.uk/defra) as t There are 

necessary procedures concerning micro chipping and rabies vaccinations that will need to be 

completed well in advance of leaving the UK.  Once in Italy, seek local veterinarian advice on 

rabies boosters, worming (especially heartworm as without immunization, this condition can 

be fatal, treatment involves administering a pill monthly) and tick treatment.  If you wish to re-

enter the UK with your dog, cat or ferret, you will need to ensure that its rabies vaccinations 

are up to date (according to UK rules, not Italian rules) and for dogs that they have had a 

vet-administered worming treatment within a given timeframe, currently no less than 24 hrs. 

and no more than 120 hrs. 

Insurance 

Your personal/accident/household insurance company should provide 3rd party liability cover 

against the possibility of your pet causing damage or an accident, however, some have 

encountered difficulties insuring pets in Italy.   One company, which does offer cover, is 

Agria,  www.agriapet.co.uk   However, please note,  Agria will not insure dogs over 8 years 

old, but they are accustomed to dealing with the Armed Forces. 

Pet Registration 

Personnel who have come from the UK with a cat or dog will need to ensure that their pet is 

registered with their commune.  Your Italian vet may offer to do this for you.  If they are unable to do 

so, you will need to take a trip to the ATS Insubria Distretto Veterinario Varese Nord. Registering your 

cat or dog and receiving an Italian pet passport will cost you approximately 20EUR. They operate a 
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walk in service so try to arrive by 09:00 or you may be in for a long wait! If you don’t speak Italian it is 

good idea to have Google Translate loaded on your phone.  

You will need to take with you:  

All of your pets documentation 

ID 

Proof of Address 

  

Address: 

Distretto Veterinario Varese Nord 

Via Osoppo, 12 

Varese 

Tel: +39 0332 333681 

veterinariavarese@ats-insubria.it  

Kennels and Catteries 

Kennels and Catteries 

Below are some suggestions which are used by the UK Contingent: 

1. https://www.facebook.com/dreamdogresortMarchirolo. Well worth the drive for 

excellent dog boarding facilities. Responds quickly on messenger.  Requires a worm 

test and an initial 2-hour assessment session before they will take new dogs. 

2. Martina Ossolo at:  Bodio Tel. 347 1539 867 or www.dogsittervarese.it or Facebook at 

Dog Sitter Varese 

3. Angelo Picoco at:  Barrosa/Gavirate Tel: 348 7597 044 or Facebook at Stefania at:  

Via Al Monti 30, Bisuschio, (Pogliana) Tel: 333 4994 560. 

4. Gloria Trolli at Bodio Lomnago Tel:  331 6656 146 / trolli.gloria@alice.it. 

 

Dogs at Work 

It is not permitted to bring pets into the headquarters or onto the barracks.   
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POST & THE BFPO SYSTEM            

The correct mail address is: 

Title, initials, name (for the dependant) 

“Care of…..”  (rank, initials, name) 

HQ NRDC-ITA 

BFPO 61 

POST & THE BFPO 

SYSTEM                                                                                                                             

Where an alternative format of postcode is required, or if a BFPO number is not accepted, 

BF1 2AY can also be used. 

 

Please be aware that BFPO 61 is an un-manned FPO and does not provide counter 

services.  The NSE collects post (normally once a week) and we can send standard sized 

LETTERS back to the UK, providing they are correctly stamped with Royal Mail stamps.  It is 

up to individuals to purchase stamps when back in the UK (or via friends/relatives, etc.), 

alternatively, sheets can be brought online (http://shop.royalmail.com/stamp-

sheets/first+second-class/icat/firstsecond).  Or a printed postal bar code label can be bought 

online and printed at home. 

We cannot send PACKETS or PARCELS of any description via BFPO unless it is a pre-paid 

return parcel.  Parcel mail must be sent out on the local Italian service or with friends going 

back to UK or use a global shipping company – DHL etc.  The Italian postal service is 

generally reliable, but it is expensive; LOA takes this expense into account. 

 

In addition, stamps (francobolli) are available at post offices and most tabacchi 

(tobacconists—any shop marked with a white-on-brown "T" sign), and many newsstands.   

 

There are a few basic steps that might help your parcel meet its destination safely and on 

time – and these apply as much in the UK as they do in Italy: - 

2. Make your parcels look as boring as possible.  Slip colourful packages into buff brown 

ones. 

2. Where possible, send to a business address as it implies boring contents. 

2. Box it to disguise obvious items, DVDs, CDs, clothes, etc. 

2. Try to declare as low a value for your item as you feel comfortable <25Euros. Some 

feel declaring items as Used Goods ('Beni Usati') is also a helpful deterrent to sticky 

fingers. 
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POST & THE BFPO 

SYSTEM                                                                                                                             

1. Never, ever, send cash. 

There is always DHL!!POST & THE BFPO 

SYSTEM                                                                                                                             

The correct mail address is: 

Title, initials, name (for the dependant) 

“Care of…..”  (rank, initials, name) 

HQ NRDC-ITA 

BFPO 61 

 

Where an alternative format of postcode is required, or if a BFPO number is not accepted, 

BF1 2AY can also be used. 

 

Please be aware that BFPO 61 is an un-manned FPO and does not provide counter 

services.  The NSE collects post (normally once a week) and we can send standard sized 

LETTERS back to the UK, providing they are correctly stamped with Royal Mail stamps.  It is 

up to individuals to purchase stamps when back in the UK (or via friends/relatives, etc.), 

alternatively, sheets of stamps can be brought online (http://shop.royalmail.com/stamp-

sheets/first+second-class/icat/firstsecond).  As BFPO does not offer a guaranteed time 

service it is not possible to use the Royal Mail pre-paid service.  

 

We cannot send PACKETS or PARCELS of any description via BFPO unless it is a pre-paid 

return parcel.  Parcel mail must be sent out on the local Italian service or with friends going 

back to UK or use a global shipping company – DHL etc.  The Italian postal service is 

generally reliable, but it is expensive; LOA takes this expense into account. 

 

In addition, stamps (francobolli) are available at post offices and most tabacchi 

(tobacconists—any shop marked with a white-on-brown "T" sign), and many newsstands.   

 

There are a few basic steps that might help your parcel meet its destination safely and on 

time – and these apply as much in the UK as they do in Italy: - 

1. Make your parcels look as boring as possible.  Slip colourful packages into buff brown 

ones. 

2. Where possible, send to a business address as it implies boring contents. 

3. Box it to disguise obvious items, DVDs, CDs, clothes, etc. 

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fshop.royalmail.com%2Fstamp-sheets%2Ffirst%2Bsecond-class%2Ficat%2Ffirstsecond&data=04%7C01%7CAndrea.Andrew417%40mod.gov.uk%7C10081d1c6da54b30e4d908d936e37fc8%7Cbe7760ed5953484bae95d0a16dfa09e5%7C0%7C0%7C637601172986322430%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=EPpu06Xcf2Do9N2ft8Fw3tgF56e2QaJzmVrTnm%2FSNQw%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fshop.royalmail.com%2Fstamp-sheets%2Ffirst%2Bsecond-class%2Ficat%2Ffirstsecond&data=04%7C01%7CAndrea.Andrew417%40mod.gov.uk%7C10081d1c6da54b30e4d908d936e37fc8%7Cbe7760ed5953484bae95d0a16dfa09e5%7C0%7C0%7C637601172986322430%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=EPpu06Xcf2Do9N2ft8Fw3tgF56e2QaJzmVrTnm%2FSNQw%3D&reserved=0
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4. Try to declare as low a value for your item as you feel comfortable <25Euros. Some 

feel declaring items as Used Goods ('Beni Usati') is also a helpful deterrent to sticky 

fingers. 

5. Consider using printed labels (handwriting implies 'personal', 'gift', 'money'). 

6. Never, ever, send cash. 

7. There is always DHL! Sendmybag.com has become very popular and can usually 

deliver within 7 working days.  

 

As BFPO does not offer a guaranteed time service they cannot be held accountable for 

perishable goods. 

With the UK leaving the EU, restrictions have been placed on the BFPO service.   

It is important to remember that items being sent from the UK to your BFPO address must 
have correctly completed customs forms attached.   

Additionally, charges may apply depending on the items that are being sent.  

Please see the below websites for more details: 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/british-forces-post-office-services 

https://www.gov.uk/goods-sent-from-abroad/gifts 

https://www.gov.uk/goods-sent-from-abroad/tax-and-duty 

As the UK is no longer an EU member country it is also important to be aware of what 
cannot be sent to Italy from the UK: Please see the website below for more details: 

2.8. https://www.royalmail.com/sending/international/country-guides/italy 

 

  

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fguidance%2Fbritish-forces-post-office-services&data=04%7C01%7CAndrea.Andrew417%40mod.gov.uk%7C10081d1c6da54b30e4d908d936e37fc8%7Cbe7760ed5953484bae95d0a16dfa09e5%7C0%7C0%7C637601172986322430%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=Tski9aaXKhKg4HH3PA2CdjsLvLWlx1wvUGKwr%2BwfZS0%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgoods-sent-from-abroad%2Fgifts&data=04%7C01%7CAndrea.Andrew417%40mod.gov.uk%7C10081d1c6da54b30e4d908d936e37fc8%7Cbe7760ed5953484bae95d0a16dfa09e5%7C0%7C0%7C637601172986332386%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=neA4FHzhqYZDHRUTVpqAoERoQqvVcrOI298EtRcD4m8%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgoods-sent-from-abroad%2Ftax-and-duty&data=04%7C01%7CAndrea.Andrew417%40mod.gov.uk%7C10081d1c6da54b30e4d908d936e37fc8%7Cbe7760ed5953484bae95d0a16dfa09e5%7C0%7C0%7C637601172986332386%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=Q%2FnKZO3zeJpyp4AgwD%2F%2Fp0OHNyWvnTMmhSnkOzEuD8U%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.royalmail.com%2Fsending%2Finternational%2Fcountry-guides%2Fitaly&data=04%7C01%7CAndrea.Andrew417%40mod.gov.uk%7C10081d1c6da54b30e4d908d936e37fc8%7Cbe7760ed5953484bae95d0a16dfa09e5%7C0%7C0%7C637601172986342336%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=djSELXBoZYR04mYC3WExU2pOpyFgn5MiiSmHIKAaHko%3D&reserved=0
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SECURITY & CRIME              

SECURITY & CRIME              

Usually, and in broad terms, the security threat in northern Italy is not markedly different from 

that encountered on the UK mainland.  Nonetheless one must never be complacent, the risk 

can change - not just over time but according to geographic, national and personal 

circumstances.  You are at your most vulnerable as you arrive and adapt to your new house 

and the new environs.   

For these reasons, a member of the UK Contingent has a security-related appointment with 

specific terms of reference.  This appointment is a UK Contingent Security Officer – usually 

the SO1 G2 .  He or she will keep you informed on the security situation and recommend 

counters to the current threat.  Your address will be registered with the local Carabinieri 

Station. 

You may have heard horror stories from people serving in the Naples area where theft of 

cars and personal items are common.  The situation is much better in northern Italy.  

However, crime does exist and obviously you do have to be aware of security, especially 

when visiting established tourist routes and sites and when leaving your home unattended 

for any period.  

Petty theft is common so do not leave belongings exposed, and never leave valuables on 

display in the car.  Watch out for pickpockets in busy areas, they are competent at their 

work!  

You will also encounter beggars and flower sellers, at traffic lights.  They are not aggressive 

and take refusals in their stride.   

 

Italian Security and Police Organisations 

In Italy you will quickly notice the various security agencies that include the Carabinieri, the 

state police (“Polizia di Stato”) and the financial police (“Guardia di Finanza”). 

The role of the Carabinieri encompasses tasks undertaken by the UK military police and, to a 

degree, the security-section related tasks of the Int Corps.  Several posts within the HQ are 

filled by Carabinieri which greatly assists liaison links with the UK Contingent.  We provide 

the Carabinieri with all our hiring addresses, and these are passed onto local police forces. 
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SHOPPING             

 

 

SHOPPING             

It is worth noting that some items are not readily available or appear in a different form to 

that in the UK.  ome of our ‘creature comforts’ can be bought at the PX/Commissary in 

Vicenza, a 3-hour drive away, however, the following items are not readily available in Italy: - 

 

1. Foodstuffs:  Orange Squash, black treacle, bulgar wheat, dark marmalade, golden 

syrup, gravy powder/granules, jars of mincemeat, Marmite/Bovril and Tomato juice. 

2. Household:  Kettle descaler, bayonet light bulbs, 3 to 2 pin adapters, Calpol and 

Christmas crackers (under no circumstances try to bring these by air). 

3. Magazines & Newspapers:   English magazines can be hard to find, haphazard in 

supply and when available are at least twice the UK price, but this is common across 

Europe.   If there is a particular magazine you regularly enjoy, it is advisable to take 

out a subscription.  Some local news-stands do offer English newspapers, usually a 

day old and again at twice the UK price.  Clearly nearly all of these can be obtained 

online. 

4. English Books:   Whilst they are not impossible to find, they do tend to be more 

expensive than in the UK. You may wish to consider buying such items via the 

internet or use an eReader. 

 

Internet Shopping with UK Companies 

Many UK companies are registered to sell goods tax free to British Forces, under the State 

of the Forces Act.  Some companies will automatically deduct tax when shipping to BFPO 

addresses as long as you notify them when you order. Others will charge you the full price, 

and then you have to complete Form 15.10 to claim a refund (e.g. Boden). Unless the 

company has a Commercial Receipts Contract with BFPO (or uses a courier which has such 

a contract), the item may not be accepted by BFPO.  It is worth trying the “shadow” postcode 

(BF1 2AY), but this is not a guaranteed that it will be accepted.  Sometimes, you just have to 

find an alternative supplier. 

Tax Free Shopping with Italian Companies 

A number of local shops, salons, beauty parlours and restaurants have established bilateral 

agreements with the NRDC-ITA Morale and Welfare Agency (MWA), The MWA organize 

tax-free purchases, which can now be done online with the MWA Office.  For the purchase of 

large or expensive items it is definitely worth the effort.  A full list (which regularly changes) is 
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on the NRDC ITA contingent Defence Connect page.  The MWA also run a tax-free ‘PX’ type 

shop on Camp for Alcohol, cigarettes,  perfume, and other ‘gift’ type items.  The entitlement 

is rationed. 

SOCIAL SCENE               

 

SOCIAL SCENE               

NRDC-ITA Activities 

Whilst there is an Officers’ Club and NCOs’ Club located in Caserma Ugo Mara, neither 

operates in quite the same manner as their UK counterparts.  There is no membership fee, 

they do not run social events, and are not exclusive.  Ask your sponsor for a briefing on 

these.  Regular HQ activities include: 

 

1. Monthly coffee mornings for spouses from the multinational community NIWIC 

(https://nisicitalia.wordpress.com/). 

2. An annual “International Festival”. 

3. Occasional all ranks events, many of which are sponsored by individual nations e.g. 

UK Queen’s Birthday Celebration in early Jun, US Independence Day 4 Jul. 

4. Annual “Gala Ball”. 

 

UK Contingent 

The UK Entertainments Representative (an SO2) and his assistant (WO/SNCO) organise 3-

4 annual Contingent events, most of which involve partners (e.g. Summer and Christmas 

Functions, Dinner Nights, Restaurant evenings etc).  In addition, the Community Liaison 

Officers run several informal partners’ events, e.g. monthly coffee mornings, partners’ nights 

out, dog walking, etc.   There is also a Contingent book club.  In addition, the Community 

Liaison Officers maintains an informal Facebook group page which is useful for information 

sharing and joining it is encouraged. 

 

The Benvenuto International Club of Varese - (www.benvenutovarese.org) 

This is an English-speaking ladies club, which meets on the second Wednesday of the 

month.  The annual membership fee is €65.  Newcomers to the area are welcome to attend 

the coffee morning on two occasions at a cost of €5 for each visit, whether you join later.  If 

you do join, this fee is reimbursed.  As well as the monthly coffee morning numerous other 

activities are organized including tennis, squash, a monthly library (a good source of English 

books), bridge, arts and crafts, Mothers and Tots and language exchanges (Italian, French 

and German).  Free ‘survival courses’ to help newcomers deal with the Italian language in 
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everyday life are also provided.  Apart from the latter, all activities are in English.  The club 

also organises various outings, many of which are at the weekend or in the evening so 

families can be included. 

 

 

Varese At Home 

It’s another Facebook group which is worth joining to swap recommendations/tips.  There 

are various running, cooking, cycling clubs on Facebook which you can also ask to join. 
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RECREATION                

RECREATION                

Sport 

There is no centrally coordinated Sport Rep or committee within the Contingent, but the HQ 

does have a well-established Sports Committee and many clubs, which are active to varying 

degrees and very good value, receiving sponsorship from the HQ Morale and Welfare Fund.  

Currently, the in-barracks sporting facilities include a well provisioned gym, a 5-a-side 

football pitch and 2 tennis courts.  The Varese and Busto Arsizio areas are well supplied with 

sporting facilities, as are most Italian towns; details are available via the Gym.  Within the 

area the following sports are possible: swimming, sailing, rowing, skiing, ice-skating, horse 

riding, tennis, gliding, golf and hill walking.  There is also an active rugby club in Varese. 

For any organised sport activity, you or your dependents  will need a 'Health Certificate'. To obtain the 

certificate the participant will need to have a general health check and an ECG.  For the Serving Person it is 

possible to claim the cost back if the activity is an official one such as AT, however, you are not able to claim 

back the cost of the Health Certificates for spouses or children as these activities are voluntary.  

 

The most reasonably priced that we have found is €40 at: 

ISTITUTO CLINICO SAN CARLO 

Via Castelfidardo, 19 Busto Arsizio 

Tel. 0331 685065 

 

 

Tourism 

Northern Italy is a very popular location for tourists.  The main attractions include the lakes 

(“laghi”) and their surrounding areas and ski resorts.  Milan itself is an attractive and 

interesting city.  Verona/Venice, Nice, Florence/Pisa and St Moritz are all within a 3- or 4-

hour drive from Varese; east, west, south and north respectively.  Rome is about 6-hour 

drive south and takes about 4 hours to travel to by train from Milan. Tickets can be booked 

through international websites (https://www.raileurope.com/en/destinations/milan-rome-train), UK 

websites like Trainline (https://www.thetrainline.com/en/train-times/milan-to-rome) or Italia rail 

(https://www.italiarail.com/pages/routes/milan-to-rome) 

Visitors 

Local airports: 

1. Milan-Malpensa Airport (MXP)is the most-used airport.  It is 13 km from Caserma Ugo 

Mara and about the same from Varese.  Amongst others EasyJet, Flybe, BA, and 

Alitalia all fly regularly from the UK.  There are two terminals, the majority of hire cars 

are located at Terminal 1. Coach and train connections to Milan main station, Milan 

Linate airport and Busto Arsizio town. 

https://www.raileurope.com/en/destinations/milan-rome-train
https://www.thetrainline.com/en/train-times/milan-to-rome
https://www.italiarail.com/pages/routes/milan-to-rome
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2. Milan-Linate (LIN) is the second Milan airport situated 54 km from the barracks on the 

southeast side of Milan.  It is served by some of the cheaper ‘no-frills’ airlines as well 

as BA. There are train and bus connections available into Milan and beyond. 

3. Bergamo airport is 1 hour’s drive east from Milan. Ryanair operates from this airport 

and the arrival UK Airport may make this a more convenient option for you. 

 

Guides and information 

The guidebook ‘Always Sunday – the best places around Lago Maggiore and Varese’ by 

Liesbeth Paardekooper is highly recommended and worth purchasing.  It details 50 

excursions and is good place to start for getting to know the local area with tried and tested 

restaurants, trips, parks, beaches, etc. Find it on Amazon. 

There is also a wealth of knowledge amongst the contingent who will be happy to share their 

treasured finds as well as a Tourist Advice Centre in Varese town. 
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RELIGION                

RELIGION                

The EJSU UK community’s padre can provide specific advice on the churches in this area, 

but in general outline: 

1. English language Protestant Services are held at the Church of St John the Baptist 

(Chiesa di St Giovanni) via IV Novembre 12, Caldana. 

2. English language Catholic Masses are held at the Villa Cagnola, via Cagnola, 

Gazzada, Varese.   

3. English language Anglican Services are held at the All Saints Church, Via Solferino, 

17, 20121 Milano 

Spiritual support is available from the EJSU Padre in Mons, Brussels, however the Chaplain 

at the All Saints Church in Milan has also offered to assist if necessary.  We are currently 

engaging this Chaplain as an Officiating Chaplain to the Military (OCM) to provide more “on 

call” local access and support.  The Contingent hold an annual Remembrance Day Parade 

and Service at All Saints Church. 
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS & ELECTRICAL ITEMS        

TELECOMMUNICATIONS & ELECTRICAL ITEMS        

 

1. There are 2 types of 3 pin Italian electrical plugs and household sockets; in both 

cases the middle pin/hole is the earth.  Plugs/sockets with/for “fat” pins are for items 

up to 16A and those with/for thinner pins are for 10A or below.  Adaptors convert from 

thin to fat but not vice versa. 

2. Bring plenty of adaptors to reduce the amount of plug changing. 

3. Voltage spike protectors are recommended for PCs / TVs and other items that are 

sensitive to voltage surges.  It is advisable to disconnect sensitive items when big 

electrical storms come in. 

4. These UK specification items work: irons, kettles, food mixers, stereo systems, video 

players, fans, razors, hairdryers and power tools. 

5. Lights also work but Italian lights use screw-in rather than bayonet fittings, bring spare 

bayonet bulbs as required.  

6. 3 to 2 pin adapters are not readily available in Italy but local shops sell adaptors for 

German or Belgian 2 pin plugs.  The PX in Vicenza sells adaptors for US plugs.  

7. The plumbing for washing machines in Italy is different with cold water input only. 

WARNING –  ELECTRICAL GOODS IN VICENZA – THEY ARE DESIGNED FOR THE US 

AND WILL NOT WORK ELSEWHERE OR AND IN ITALY 

 

Radio 

There are no English-speaking medium wave, long wave or VHF stations available locally.  

Short wave (for the BBC World Service etc) is one option but, due to the proximity of 

mountains, reception in all areas cannot be guaranteed. 

 There are other options for listening to radio stations; these include the use of satellite 

TV or the internet.  Some local radio stations play UK/US music, interspersed with Italian 

popular music. 

TV 

Freeview in Italy will only work for Italian channels, accessed via TV antenna.  Freesat is free 

satellite TV (same channels as UK Freeview) accessed via a satellite dish, which must be 

set up to point in the correct direction by a local TV engineer.  A Freesat receiver box 

(recording/non-recording) should be brought from the UK if this method is to be utilised. 

Sky functions broadly the same in Italy as in UK.  Bring Sky box from UK and get TV 

engineer to orientate the satellite dish correctly. You can also get in contact with BFBS and 

Formatted: Font: Bold, Italic
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get a digital box from them .  Many will chose to now simply run internet TV from a suitable 

‘dongle’ or enabled TV. 

 

Telephones 

The dialing code into Italy is +39.  So, to dial the Italian local number 0331 123456 from the 

UK you dial 0039 0331 123456.  Note that unlike the UK, the “0” in the area code is retained 

in the number when dialing to Italy. 

Whilst some public phones take coins or credit cards, almost all accept Italian phone cards.  

These can be bought in tobacconists and newspaper kiosks. 

Mobile Phones 

If you have an unlocked mobile phone that will accept any SIM card, it can be used in Italy.  

In the UK the phones are cheap whilst the networks are comparatively expensive.  In Italy, 

the reverse is true with ‘pay as you go’ (PAYG) being the most popular.  TIM is popular 

choice for PAYG.  You will need to have your ‘Codice Fiscale’ with you to buy a SIM card. 

Land Lines:  Fixed line phones take time to acquire and can be arranged, with an internet 

package, by the UK NSE with Telecom Italia.  The International Package enables cheap 

calls to be made to UK landlines.  Phone bills must be paid every 3 months either at a Post 

Office or a shop that displays the lotto sign. 

UK mobile phones can be used but al UK companies have a Fair use roaming policies. 

These policies switch off free roaming, and implement international call (and data) charges if 

the majority of use of the phone is overseas for a period of 3 months.  This is not always 

triggered by phone companies and many of the contingent have remained on their UK 

mobile throughout their posting.  However, this does not nest within the intent of the fair 

usage policies and large costs can be incurred. 

Computers 

Most families bring computers with them.  PCs from Italian shops have operating systems in 

Italian although you can change it to English and there are complications using mail order for 

bulky items ordered from the UK.  The PX in Vicenza is a cheap option but technical 

specification and after-sales support can cause problems.  Juice in Varese is an authorised 

apple provider and gives tax free on production of your NATO IDCard. 

Internet 

Internet provision is dependent on your housing location, with those in the built-up areas of 

Varese generally having more options available. Overall, there is less choice than in the UK 

but broadly there are 4 approaches: 
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Land Line Option:  Most likely with TIM (the BT equivalent), this can be convenient if 

you also have a phone land line, however, customer service is generally poor and 

speeds can be very slow in the rural areas away from a main exchange (NB Varese 

has recently had more fiber laid by TIM). 

Fiber Connection: There are several choices but only in populated areas (mostly 

Varese) that are equipped with the enabling infrastructure; provides a good option if 

available. 

Dongle/Mobile Broadband Option: Several companies provide this service and as 

long as you have a reasonably strong signal, connection speeds can be perfectly 

satisfactory providing a cost-effective solution with no hardware or infrastructure 

requirements1. 

Eolo/ Internet over Radio: For a reasonably modest fee the company install a radio 

dish on the roof and then beam internet to your router. Even after the set-up fee this 

delivers a cost-effective solution and offers very fast and reliable connection speeds 

(apart from during major rain storms).  It is dependent on achieving line of sight to an 

Eolo repeater but several contingent families have already found this to be a very 

good solution2.  

 

Do not rely on having your internet connection immediately.  It can be a quite a slow process 

to achieve and is dependent on location and existing solutions in your area. It may be 

beneficial to seek to ‘inherit’ the package of your predecessor to allow for an unbroken 

service. It is worth investigating because telecoms are an area of frustration for new arrivals 

due to the delay in setting up new lines.  The NSE can help to arrange for the transfer of the 

Telecom package from your predecessor. 

 

  

 
1 An alternative - LTE with dish. Ogilink (for example) provide a receiver fitted to the roof which feeds a router. Similar signal and bandwidth 
to mobile wifi but better reception. 

2 An alternative - Satellite Broadband is an option available for the most difficult locations. (Europasat 
Italia www.europasat.com.) Bandwidth up to 50GB per second but slow ping speed  and additional  infra costs. 

http://www.europasat.com/
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WELFARE SERVICES              

.  For welfare issues there is a qualified Welfare Officer based at the European Joint Support 

Unit (EJSU) in Mons, Belgium, who has access to the full range of welfare agencies. In the 

first instance however the WOIC UK NSE or the Community Liaison Officers should be 

contacted. 

 

SHAPE Welfare Officer   0032 (0)65 44 52 34 / 8082 / 6733 

 

SHAPE Padre     0032 (0)65 44 53 46 

 

Army Welfare Service (AWS)  0044 1904 882053 

AWS provides a confidential non-discriminatory support service to assist with the challenges 

that arise in personal and service lives. 

Alcoholics Anonymous   0044 (0)800 9177 650 

Offering support and guidance on alcohol dependency and sobriety.    

 https://www.alcoholics-anonymous.org.uk/  

Childline      0044 (0)800 1111  

A confidential, free, 24-hour counselling service for children and young people under the age 

of 19 

https://www.childline.org.uk/ 

Combat Stress     0044 (0)800 138 1619 

Support & treatment to former members of the British Armed Forces who are suffering from a 

range of mental health conditions. 

https://www.combatstress.org.uk/  

Cruse Bereavement    0044 (0)808 808 1677 

Cruse Bereavement Care and its counterpart Cruse Bereavement Care Scotland are the 

United Kingdom's largest bereavement charity, which provide free care and bereavement 

counselling to people suffering from grief. 

https://www.cruse.org.uk/ 

Macmillan Cancer Support  0044 (0)808 808 0000 

Provides specialist health care, information and financial support to people affected by 

cancer 

https://www.macmillan.org.uk/ 

Money Advice Service   0044 (0)300 500 5000  

An organisation that provides free and impartial advice on money and financial decisions 

https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en 

https://www.alcoholics-anonymous.org.uk/
https://www.childline.org.uk/
https://www.combatstress.org.uk/
https://www.cruse.org.uk/
https://www.macmillan.org.uk/
https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en
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SSAFA      0044 (0)800 731 4880 

The Armed Forces charity, is a UK charity that provides lifelong support to serving men and 

women and veterans from the British Armed Forces and their families or dependants.  

www.ssafa.org.uk 

The Samaritans    0044 (0)116 123  

Is a registered charity who provide emotional support 

https://www.samaritans.org/ 

Step Change     0044 (0)800 138 1111 

The UK's leading debt charity to get expert debt advice and fee-free debt management to 

help you tackle your debts 

www.stepchange.org 

Veterans UK      0044 (0)808 1914 218  

Veterans UK is part of the Ministry of Defence and is a dedicated support organisation for 

service personnel, veterans and their families 

https://www.facebook.com/modveteransuk/ 

Veterans Gateway     0044 (0)808 802 1212 

Access to a network of organisations, for veterans and their families to connect to for help, 

advice and support 

https://www.veteransgateway.org.uk/ 

https://www.facebook.com/veteransgateway/ 

Victim Support     0044 (0)800 724 3176 

Victim Support is an independent charity in England and Wales that provides specialist 

practical and emotional support to victims and witnesses of crime. 

crt.bfsws@coreassets.com    

 https://www.facebook.com/victimsupport  

 

The list of welfare and Support services is not exhaustive and not endorsed by EJSU , 

other Welfare Support &Charities are available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ssafa.org.uk/
https://www.samaritans.org/
http://www.stepchange.org/
https://www.facebook.com/modveteransuk/
https://www.veteransgateway.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/veteransgateway/
mailto:crt.bfsws@coreassets.com
https://www.facebook.com/victimsupport
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NRDC ITA WORKING ENVIRONMENT 

This section covers only general issues concerning working within the HQ; specifics should 

be covered as part of the handover/takeover process. 

 

Staff Handbook (SHB) 

General working procedures are NATO-orientated, with comprehensive guidance being 

promulgated in the HQ’s Staff Handbook (SHB).  This is continually being updated so it is 

best viewed on the HQ’s intranet. 

 

Uniform Requirements 

Daily working dress is PCS, with warm-weather boots during the summer, leather boots 

during the winter.  Uniform items can be ordered via the online system and delivered via 

BFPO. 

 

Exercises:  All individuals must ensure they arrive equipped with a complete set of 

serviceable field equipment including a Bergen, webbing, sleeping bag, helmets and 

waterproofs (i.e. for Army personnel, full AF 1157 CEMO scale) so as to be able to deploy 

into the field for exercises. 

 

Operations:  If the HQ is deployed on a NATO operation, coordination with EJSU and PJHQ 

will determine the exact requirements, deployment standards and PDT.  Operational clothing 

packs will also be prepared and issued prior to deployment.  .  Annual, individual military 

training (MATTs) is also conducted each year – normally by the Joint Eurpoean Training 

Team based at Mons.  It will be helpful if new arrivals can arrive up to date with as much 

MATTs training as they can. 

 

Other Uniform:  Parade wear and mess kit will be required occasionally.  Both No2 Dress 

(FAD/Service Dress) and No4 Dress (officers)/No6 Dress (WO and below) are required.  

No4 Dress/No 6 Dress should be obtained prior to arrival through unit QMs.  Summer mess 

kit is not required and there is no entitlement to it.   
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USEFUL PHRASES_________________________________________________________ 

English Italian How it's pronounced 

Hello! Ciao! Chow! 

Yes Sì See 

No No No 

Please Per favore Pair fav-aw-ray 

Thank you Grazie Graz-ee-ay 

Thank you very much Grazie mille Graz-eemee-lay 

Don't mention it / you're 
welcome 

Prego Pray-go 

Good morning / good afternoon Buongiorno Bwon jaw-no 

Good evening Buonasera Bwone-a say-ra 

Good night Buona notte Bwone-a nottay 

How are you? (singular, formal) Come va? Comay va? 

How are you? (singular and 
plural, informal) 

Come stai? Comay sty? 

How are you? (plural, formal) Come sta? Comay sta? 

I'm fine, thank you. Sto bene, grazie Stow benay, grazee-ay 

My name is ... Mi chiamo Mee key-amo 

I'm English Sono Inglese So-know Een-glazy 

My name is ... Mi chiamo ... Mee key-amow 

I'm from ... (city / town) Sono di ... So-know dee ... 

Pleased to meet you Piacere! Pee-ya-chair-ay 

That's great / fine Va bene Va ben-ay 

Sorry / excuse me (formal) Scusi Scoo-see 

Sorry / excuse me (informal) Scusa Scoo-sa 

I'm sorry (regret) Mi dispiace Mee dee-spee-a-chay 

I understand a little Capisco un po' Capees-coh oon poe 

I don't speak Italian Non parlo Italiano Non par-low ee-talyano 

Please speak more slowly Più piano, per favore, 
Pee-oo pee-aknow, per favor-
ay 

Let's go Andiamo Andy-amo 

Goodbye Arrivederci Aree-ved-erchee 

Goodbye (informal) Ciao! Chow! 

 


